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Grodan Spider-Web Plug-in Formers

Radio enthusiasts are well advised to try Grodan Spider Plug-in Formers. They can be wound in many ways to suit all wave lengths and circuits by anyone without previous experience. Thousands are being used all over Australia by our satisfied customers. City price, 1/3 each. Pins and Sockets, 9d. pair.

Valve Adaptors (American to English) . . . . . 3/- each
Neutralising Condensers . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/- each
Special Neutrodyne Tubes . . . . . . . . . 1/6 per pair

If you find difficulty in obtaining our lines, kindly communicate with us and we shall arrange for prompt delivery.

Grose & Daniell, Holden-st, Redfern (off Eveleigh-st.) Sydney

FEATURE:

The Tekay Crystal Receiver
Popularity of 'Signal' Transformers Proved!

These sales figures can be absolutely proved and are a convincing argument, proving that 'Signal Transformers' are Australia's most popular transformer.

Used in any stage in a radio receiver they are supreme because of their unequalled ability to amplify without distorting, and to bring in smooth, clean, clear-cut reproductions of broadcasted programmes.

'Signal' Audio Frequency Transformer—A high-grade amplifying transformer, in a magnetically shielded case, made in 7 to 1, 5 to 1, 3 1/2 to 1, and 2 to 1 ratios. Give loud, clear amplification, free from distortion.

Retail price, 21/-.

'Signal' Radio Frequency Transformer—An efficient air-core transformer with simplified control of adjustment to various wave lengths. In nickelled brass cases to reduce any stray couplings.

Retail price, 32/6.

'Signal' Push Pull Transformer—For best results in all push pull circuits.

Retail price, per pair, 63/-. 

At all dealers.

United Distributors Limited
(Wholesale only)

72 Clarence Street, Sydney.
343 Queen Street, Brisbane.
Cnr. Jervois Quay and Harris Street, Wellington, N.Z.
664 Bourke Street, Melbourne.
27 Chesser Street, Adelaide.
26 Queen Street, Perth.
DE FOREST - The Quality Valve

De Forest Valves
17/6 each
Everywhere

De Forest Valves were the first made.
Lee De Forest invented the valve, so you can rest assured that De Forest Valves are the best.

DON'T BE MISLED.

DE FOREST is the "QUALITY TUBE," and is correct in design and manufacture.

INTERNATIONAL RADIO CO. LTD.
200 Castlereagh Street, Sydney.
91-93 Courtenay Place, Wellington, N.Z.
Amateur Notes.

Queensland's premier station 4CM (Dr. V. McDowall, Preston House, Brisbane) has been very busy lately working on the short waves.

It is rumoured that 4AN (Greenslopes) is going to increase his power to 250 watts—Power, Oh Boy.

Although many of the old Queensland transmitters have frequented the short wave, very little is being done by many who hold a license. Are there not many records still to be broken in regard to transmission? Why should transmitting lose its enthusiasm in Queensland?

The popular operator of 4RB (Mr. R. B. Browne) has joined up with the Wireless Institute. He has been working traffic from 2WI lately. Besides being operator, he also, with the help of Mr. Sharpe, of 4AZ, teaches the Morse class at the Institute.

R.S.R. (Q.)

---

The above illustration demonstrates how very attractive wireless window dressing may be made. It represents a special display recently by Farmer's, of Igranic Radio Devices, and Brown's Loud Speakers. Who can fail to be attracted when beauty of design and workmanship is allied to skilful display in the store window?
Build a better set with Igranic radio devices

Igranic radio devices are the best the world produces. They are British-made and manufactured under ideal conditions in a well-appointed factory.

They are carefully designed by experienced technicians after careful and extended experimental and research work, with a full knowledge of the requirements of Radio.

They are manufactured by skilled craftsmen from the finest material procurable, and are thoroughly tested and examined before despatch from the factory.

There is no hazard in purchasing Igranic radio devices; no question that they will give supreme satisfaction. They are backed by the guarantee and trademark of a firm with over a quarter of a century's manufacturing experience.

They are beautifully finished, moderately priced, and will give years of economical and trouble-free operation. Purity of reproduction and freedom from distortion is their foundation of a world-wide market and reputation.

Start building a set with Igranic devices today and enjoy Radio at its best. Any good retailer will be pleased to supply you.

The first Loud Speaker ever made for Wireless was a BROWNF. Such lengthy experience must obviously be productive of an immeasurably higher standard of results.

The BROWN is unique in construction and performance alike. Instead of the usual flat diaphragm it utilizes what is known as the BROWN tuned reed principle.

A fundamental feature of this is the use of a cone-shaped aluminium diaphragm so extremely responsive that even the most delicate arias are recorded exactly as the artiste is rendering them.

There is no distortion, nor is there any tendency for the instrument ever to become overloaded with a greater volume of sound than it can conveniently control.

The BROWN Loud Speaker has found its way into every corner of the globe where broadcasting is in progress. For purity of reproduction it is still without equal.

If your previous experience with Loud Speakers has been unsatisfactory, for your own sake you should hear a BROWN—Britain's first Loud Speaker. We are confident that you, too, will quickly appreciate its remarkable true-to-life reproduction.

NOYES BROS. (SYDNEY) LTD
SYDNEY: 115 Clarence Street
NEWCASTLE: 11 Watt Street.
BRISBANE: Perry House, Elizabeth Street.
HOBART: 145 Macquarie Street.
ADELAIDE: Darling Building, Franklin Street.
PERTH. From J. R. W. Gardam, PERTH.

Reduced prices for many Igranic Parts have just taken effect. Send for amended catalogue No. 1.

and listen to perfection

on a Brown Loud Speaker

BRITISH BROWN THROUGHOUT
Stations You Never Heard Before

-thru scientific tube tuning

The most important (and most neglected) tuning unit on your set is the tube. It is the one thing you can adjust to bring weak stations to audibility—to eliminate distortion on local programs. Coils and condensers are easily tuned to incoming waves, but wave-length isn't everything. The antenna gets distant broadcasters but their signals never reach the phones unless you tune the tube to the different characteristics of the weak, distant stations. Here are two instruments distinctly designed to improve reception through their ability to control tube action—FIL-KO-LEAK to tune the grid by securing correct grid bias—FIL-KO-STAT to tune the plate-filament circuit by its control of electronic flow. Together they assure you maximum audibility, clearer signals and freedom from oscillations and other tube noises. They bring in stations you never heard before.

FIL-KO-LEAK
SCIENTIFICALLY CORRECT VARIABLE GRID LEAK
Individually Calibrated

You will get stations you never heard before with FIL-KO-Leak. Clear up distortion and increase volume. You can log" your FIL-KO-Leak as you do your other tuning units. Each FIL-KO-Leak is individually hand calibrated over the operating range of all tubes ¾ to 5 megohms. Set it for specified resistance and adjust it for best results. Resistance read in megohms through panel peep-hole. (Base-board mounting furnished.) Resistance element constant, accurate, not affected by atmospheric conditions, wear or jarring. Assures smooth, gradual control of resistance and correct grid bias. Unconditionally guaranteed.

FIL-KO-STAT
SCIENTIFICALLY CORRECT RADIO REOSTAT
With Battery Switch

Tune your tube filament with FIL-KO-Stat and receive stations you never heard before. Get greater distance, louder signals, sharper tuning, freedom from tube noises. FIL-KO-Stat is the only rheostat that permits adjustment over the entire operating range of all tubes and enables you to get maximum audibility in phones or loud speaker. And now the improved model is fitted with battery switch that attaches to the regular mounting screws. Distinctly signals "on" and "off" and enables you to break circuit without changing FIL-KO-Stat adjustment. FIL-KO-Stat has any type tube in any hook up. Unconditionally guaranteed.

FIL-KO-RESISTOR
SCIENTIFICALLY CORRECT

Absolutely warranted to protect your set from lightning, with a guarantee to pay you $100 or to repair your set, should it be damaged through faulty operation of the arrester.

The "umbrella" shield keeps dust, moisture, etc., from the insulation, preventing leakage losses from aerial to ground. This makes certain that all radio impulses reaching the antenna pass through your set, which assures maximum reception.

FIL-KO-ARRESTER
SCIENTIFICALLY CORRECT RADIO LIGHTNING ARRESTER

ALL DEALERS

RADIO DISTRIBUTORS

Broughton House, King and Clarence Streets, Sydney
Our 3-Valve Sets

ready for immediate use., complete with Valves, Accumulator, 2 B Batteries and Dulcivox Loud Speaker £19/-. Terms arranged. A very selective 3 coil set with vernier adjustments and De Luxe mountings.

As above, but without vernier adjustments and ordinary mountings, £17/-. Terms arranged.

Cabinets from £1 to £25

---

Duolateral Coils

Unmounted. Mounted
20 Turns ... 1/5 2/10
25 ... : 1/5 2/10
35 ... : 1/5 2/11
50 ... : 1/7 3/-
75 ... : 1/10 3/4

SLINGSBY & COLES
482 Pitt Street
Under the Railway, opp. Marcus Clarks

---

Wm. Lambert Hamilton
Radio Specialist

Bring your troubles to me. What I will do for you.

I will remodel or re-wire your receiver, making every valve give of its best. Let me modernise your receiver. I will build you a set to suit your local conditions. I will answer any enquiries immediately.

My charges will be moderate.

I will buy your components for you at ruling city prices and despatch them to you within 24 hours of receipt of order. I will advise you as to the quality of the goods. This service is free.

I am at your service in any radio wants.

City address:
VICKERY'S CHAMBERS,
82 Pitt Street,
SYDNEY.

Phone: B4543.
Private address:
16a Ness Avenue,
Dulwich Hill.

---

HOWELL'S
Sale & Exchange

.00025 Square Law Condensers, 6/-. .00026 Square Law Condensers, 7/6.
.0005 All Brass Low Loss, 15/-. Genuine Bakelite Terminal Boards complete with engraved terminals and soldering lugs, 3/3.
Jefferson Star Transformers, 19/6 Modern Transformers, 19/6.

HALF SPECIALS PRICE.
.001 Variable Condenser, Bakelite Ends, 9/-. .001 with Vernier, 12/6.
Adjustable Switch Arms, 9d. ea.
Switch Stubs, 6d. each.
Egg Insulators, 8d. each.
400 ohm Headphones, 12/6, 15/-.

19 Barlow Street
SYDNEY
PHONE: M A 1133
OPEN TILL 9.30 FRIDAY NIGHT

---

Up to the Minute;
Progress in Radio

QST
A Magazine Devoted
Exclusively to the
Wireless Amateur.

Published Monthly.
Subscription, 20/- per annum, post free.
Obtainable at all Bookstalls

Distributor for Australia:
Phil Renshaw
DALTON HOUSE,
115 Pitt Street, Sydney

RADIO on Easy Terms.
NO INTEREST.

All sets complete with De Forest valves, phones, A and B battery and Aerial.

Single Valve ... £10 0
Deposit ... 0 18 6
Weekly ... 0 3 3

Two Valves ... £13 15 6
Deposit ... 1 7 6
Weekly ... 0 4 9

Three Valves ... £21 0 0
Deposit ... 2 0 0
Weekly ... 0 7 4

Four Valves ... £25 0 0
Deposit ... 2 10 0
Weekly ... 0 8 8

Five Valves ... £29 10 0
Deposit ... 3 0 0
Weekly ... 0 10 0

OPEN ON FRIDAY NIGHT.

Radio W'less Mfg. Co.
289 George Street,
Opposite Hunter Street.
B5747.
BOOST OUR BROADCASTING.

"The broadcasting in Australia is excellent."
That is the well considered opinion of an official of one of the largest British wireless concerns, who is on a visit in Australia. This opinion, coming from one who, if only from a business point of view, has intensively studied the quality of British Broadcasting, which is conceded even by our cousins in America, to be the finest in the world, is worth having.

A Sydney trader, after a trip to the United States, said: "I went over there to admire American broadcasting, but I came back with the full conviction that, taken all round, our Australian broadcasting is better." Most of us are unfortunately prone to "hand the palm to the other fellow," to give credit to anyone but ourselves, so that this opinion also carries weight.

More boost has been put into American broadcasting than into any other thing, and it becomes natural for us to associate everything that is good in broadcasting with the country whence that boost emanates. We blink the fact that America, with a population of over one hundred millions, from which to draw talent, with the widest experience in broadcasting and a strong policy of non-interference by the Government, is now up against the serious problem of extricating the broadcasting situation from the chaotic conditions under which it labors. Imagine over 600 stations operating in a territory hardly as vast as Australia!

If we must pattern ourselves after somebody else, then let it be after the British system, which, built on a solid foundation, stands out as pre-eminent.

Better than this, however, let us boost our own broadcasting. Despite the fact that the system itself possesses drawbacks, and that the country districts are perhaps not catered for as well as they could be under the circumstances, the quality of the broadcasting leaves little to be desired. The wonder is that with the hurdles that have had to be overcome by the broadcasting companies—the difficulties under which they still labor, broadcasting is as far ahead as it is at the present day. We have wonderful musical and artistic talent in this country and the best of it goes on the air.

The efforts of the broadcasting companies deserve more than mere perfunctory applause—they deserve full recognition and encouragement. This can be done by boosting Australian broadcasting.

A. W. WATT.
And now—

Brandes

The Name to Know in Radio

Introduce the

Table-Talker

Original in the real beauty of its performance, original in its ingenious construction, original in its remarkable price. The horn is so contrived that every note registered is encompassed and emitted with absolute purity—there is no discordant echo from its walls. The full-toned accuracy of reproduction is consistent with the mellow note which is the chief characteristic of the famous Brandes Superior "Matched Tone" Radio Headphones.

Retail Price . 63/-

Tune with Brandes "Matched Tone" Radio Headphones
Then listen with Brandes "Table Talker"

Wholesale Only

INTERNATIONAL RADIO CO. LTD.
200 Castlereagh St., Sydney. 91-93 Courtenay Place, Wellington, N.Z.
Official Opening of 2WI.

THE new transmitter of the Wireless Institute of Australia, New South Wales Division, was officially opened on Monday, November 9, 1925. The scene of the ceremony was the residence of Mr. H. A. Stowe, 2CX, and the following were present:—Messrs. James Malone, Chief Manager, Telegraphs and Wireless; W. T. S. Crawford, Radio Inspector; W. E. Coxen, Manager of 6WF; Charles D. Maclurcan, President of the Institute; H. A. Stowe, F. B. Cooke, Vice-Presidents; W. L. Carter, Hon. Secretary; L. C. Presdee, Hon. Treasurer; A. H. Perrett, Chairman, Delegates' Council, and Publicity Officer; G. A. Taylor, W. P. Renshaw, H. E. L. Turner, members of the Executive Council; H. K. James, constructor of the set; W. H. Barker, Concord Amateur Radio Club; J. B. Davies, Strathfield Radio Club; W. D. Graham, C. A. Gorman, Illawarra Radio Club; L. Nordstrom, Leichhardt; E. C. Crouch, Mosman; and Ross A. Hull, Hon. Secretary, Federal Executive Council.

The proceedings were opened by Mr. Renshaw, who acted as Master of Ceremonies, who called upon Mr. Stowe, on behalf of the constructors, to officially hand over the set to the President. The speeches were broadcast by special permission on a wavelength of 200 metres. Mr. Stowe, in handing over the transmitter, briefly outlined the history of the movement to obtain a transmitting set.

Mr. Maclurcan, in accepting the set, stated that it had been constructed by Mr. H. K. James and supervised by Mr. H. A. Stowe. The uses for which the set would be employed were the Standard Frequency Transmission Signals, Institute Traffic and Vigilance Activities. He explained that the latter was partly necessary in view of the depredations of "agribulgers."

Mr. James Malone, Chief Manager, Telegraphs and Wireless, was the next speaker. He first gave a brief description of the gathering for the benefit of listeners. He then went on to say that in his opinion amateur radio had not been making the progress of late that it should have done, and he stated that it must not be allowed to go backwards. In starting a Traffic Bureau the Wireless Institute had taken a most important step to the amateur and experimental movement. He stated that those associated with him on the administrative side were glad to see people who could look after this matter taking an interest in it. He then went on to speak of the howling valve nuisance and interference. This was a matter in which he appealed to the broadcast listener to try to understand his set in order to make them cause as little nuisance as possible. He stated that the Wireless Institute was always willing to help broadcast listeners to reduce interference. He wanted the broadcast listeners to look up to the amateur as those who knew and could help. The amateur was appealed to, to help the broadcast listener forward, and thus justify the position the amateur has in the field of "radio."

He then spoke of the value of co-ordinated work in the transmission of traffic, and stated that the new transmitter, which he considered to be a beautiful piece of work, would be the means of establishing an official clearing house for traffic in New South Wales. He particularly stressed the importance of co-operation in connection with experimental work, whether it be the handling of traffic or the conducting of experimental work. In conclusion, Mr. Malone wished the heartiest possible success to experimenters and members of the Wireless Institute of Australia.

Mr. W. T. S. Crawford (Radio Inspector) stated that the construction and layout of the set reflected great credit on the constructors. He spoke in very appreciative terms of the assistance which had been afforded to him as Inspector in the administration of the regulations by the amateur and experimenter. He also stressed the point that the broadcast listener should look up to the amateur as one who could guide him in the construction and operation of his set, and could show him the means whereby reception could be improved. He wished every success to the Institute.

Mr. George A. Taylor, in proposing a vote of
thanks to Messrs. Stowe and James in connection with the set, indulged in a few reminiscences. He stated that on the previous day 2CM had sent a message of greeting to the daughter of Lawrence Hargreaves, the inventor of human flight, on the anniversary of his achievement.

Mr. Stowe, in responding, outlined the history of the construction of the new transmitter. He gave some details of the work it was proposed to carry out, but left the construction of the set to Mr. James.

Mr. James described the studio which he was speaking from, which consisted of a nice green lawn, laid in a pleasant back garden in Chatswood, on which there was erected an awning, and around the microphone into which he was speaking were grouped the members of the Executive Council and their visitors who had come to perform the opening ceremony. He described the set, stating that the power was obtained from two T 250 Marconi Osram transmitting valves. The power was supplied from the lighting mains by means of transformers, and was rectified by “S” tubes. He stated that this was a new idea in Australia, and this station was using the greatest power put through “S” tubes in this country. Owing to the difficulty in handling these tubes until matters were properly settled down an input of only 90 watts was used instead of 400. The circuit employed was the Coupled Hartley, with Heissing modulation, having one sub-modulator.

They were also using one stage of speech frequency amplification on this occasion. The set was of the panel type, suitable for hard, heavy, reliable work. There were only two tuning controls having special plug-in inductances. The wavelength range at present was from 20 to 300 metres.

The next item was a musical one, and after this Mr. Coxon spoke briefly. He expressed great pleasure at being present, and stated that he considered that this was a great stepping-stone in the experimental and amateur movement in Australia. Speaking into the microphone he was now transmitting from east to west, but he hoped that he will be able to transmit from west to east from Western Australia on their own transmitter. He stated that station 6WF was always willing to help the amateur movement in every possible way.

The transmissions were closed at 9.20 and were resumed at 9.45. During this period supper was partaken of and the after supper toasts were broadcasted.

The first one was that of “His Majesty the King,” given with musical honours. The toast of “Mr. Malone” was proposed by Mr. Stowe, who stated that he considered that Mr. Malone was one of the greatest friends that the amateur had ever had. In this everyone present heartily concurred, and the toast was drunk with musical honours. Mr. Malone, in responding, again stressed the value of co-operation.

The toast of “Our Institute” was proposed by Mr. Cooke. In the course of his remarks Mr. Cooke stated that wireless was one of the greatest factors in the breaking down of barriers.

Mr. Perrett, who responded on behalf of the Institute, heartily agreed with this sentiment, and he stated that although unable to take an active part in the transmitting section, he was doing what he could to further the interests of the Institute, as he believed that it was for the good of all.

Mr. Crawford proposed the toast of the “Affiliated Clubs.” He spoke of the efficiency of the movement, and expressed the hope that the efficiency would be increased. He particularly stressed the point in connection with the operations of the Traffic Bureau that operators should use “correct procedure. Not only was this desirable now, but it was particularly desirable in view of any emergency that may arise. He thought it was a wise thing to inaugurate the Traffic Bureau.

Mr. Nordstrom, in responding, also stressed the value of co-operation, and he stated emphatically that the clubs should and would be behind the Institute in the traffic scheme, and would give it a fair chance.

Mr. Malone proposed the toast of the “Wireless Widows,” and he stated that we little realise what science owes to the wives of those who carry out experimental work. This was supported by Mr. George Taylor, who referred to the progenitors of aerial transmission when the first message was transmitted by Eve when she winked at Adam.

“Our Host and Hostess” was proposed by Mr. Renshaw, who wished them every happiness and a CX very pleasant trip on their holiday. Little — was not forgotten in this toast. Mr. Stowe, in responding, said that it had given him much pleasure to have the official opening ceremony at his residence, stating that it was the realisation of a dream he had had for a long time.

The proceedings were brought to a conclusion by Mr. Hull, who made a few remarks with regard to the Federal body of the Institute. He said that the formation of the Federal Executive was the biggest thing in experimental radio at present. It was a practical result of the Perth Conference, and as soon as the Federal organisation was complete it was their intention to link up with other countries.

The proceedings terminated about 10.30 p.m. Through the careful forethought of Mr. Stowe

BURGESS—“ASSURE CLEAR RECEPTION”—BATTERIES
visitors had no difficulty in finding the location, as a green light was displayed at the masthead.

These proceedings marked a very definite forward move in the history of the Institute, and one which will have far-reaching effects. During Mr. Stowe's absence the set will be moved to the residence of Mr. Cooke, and from this station traffic will be worked and the calibration signals will be sent out. On Mr. Stowe's return, 2WI will return to its present location, and the research work, calibration signals, and Traffic Bureau will be carried on with the aid of the new transmitter.

**Standard Frequency Calibration Signals.**

These signals, which have hitherto been transmitted from station 2CX, will in future be sent out by the Institute's new transmitter under the call signal 2WI. This marks an important step in the history of these transmissions. Owing to the fact that a slight amount of interference has been occasioned by these transmissions being sent out at 8 o'clock, it has been decided in future to revert to the 10 o'clock schedule. Commencing on Tuesday, November 17, at 10 p.m., 2WI will transmit these signals in exactly the same manner as has hitherto been adopted at station 2CX. The same code signals will be employed, and the rating will be given in kiloeyles of frequency, and also the wavelength in metres.

---

**Static Observations.**

Reports are coming to hand, and will be acknowledged in these columns next week.

---

**Round the Clubs**

*The asterisk denotes clubs affiliated with the Wireless Institute of Australia (N.S.W. Division).*

**CONCORD RADIO CLUB (A-2GD).**

On Thursday last, the 12th November, the above Club met for the purpose of holding its usual weekly meeting, only two members being absent.

The meeting opened at 8 p.m., when Mr. Craig, 2Z1, was welcomed as a visitor.

The main item of the evening was a lecture on "Rectifiers" by Mr. C. E. Morton, 2MH. The lecturer handled his subject remarkably well, and a very interesting half hour was enjoyed by the members.

Our visitor, 2XI, then offered to give us a little talk on Fitters, which was explained by the use of the blackboard.

Both lecturers received a hearty vote of thanks.

Before the close of the meeting, the President, Mr. J. V. Stephenson, announced that he had a pleasing duty to perform. This took the form of

(Continued on Page 12)

---

**Radio Sets on Time Payment**

**A SET FOR EVERY HOME CAN BE HAD ON EASY TERMS AT A VERY LOW COST**

With our past experience in the manufacture of Radio Sets we can supply you with a guaranteed article that IS EFFICIENT, and will be an ornament to your home.

**TERMS:** From £1 deposit and 2/6 weekly.

**TRY BEFORE YOU BUY.** Three days trial given with any of our sets without any obligation to purchaser.

Keogh Radio Supplies (Opp. Crystal Palace) 503 George St., Sydney
Esperanto News

Broadcast v. Perifonia.

In the July number of "El Exportador Americano," the Spanish issue of "The American Exporter," appears an interesting article discussing the Spanish translation of the English word broadcasting and its derivatives. It is pointed out that the distinguished Spanish philologist, Don Julio Casares, published a treatise on the question in the Spanish newspaper "A.B.C.," on June 6th, 1924.

It is said that the Spanish word "radiodifusión" has made little headway toward replacing the English "broadcasting." The English term is so much mutilated in print and speech in the Spanish-speaking countries that the "purists" are crying for an authorised Spanish form. The Spanish Academy, slow and conservative has not acted. Dr. Casares proposes "perifonia" and its derivatives. Perifonia is composed of the Greek elements "prei," around, in every direction, and "fone," sound. It would make a better international word than the English term, it is claimed. The English forms would be to broadcast, "Perifone"; by broadcast, "by perifone"; broadcaster, "Perifonist," etc.

Since Esperanto is winning recognition as the world radio language, perhaps a more generally acceptable international word for "broadcast" would be the Esperanto: "disaudigi"—"dis," to scatter in all directions; and "aud" to hear; "ig," the suffix which means "to cause to be done"; thus: "disaudigi," to cause to be heard in all directions, pronounced, Dis-ow-dee-gee, the g hard as in hug. Derivations: "disaudigi," to broadcast; "disaudigado" broadcasting; "disaudiganto" broadcaster; "disaudiga anoneisto," announcer, etc.

(From "Radio News," New York.)

Questions Answered.

L.B. (Graceville, Q.) Esperanto is by far the easiest language to learn owing to its logic and simplicity of construction. It can be acquired in a fraction of the time necessary for other languages. A person of ordinary intelligence should be able to obtain a good working knowledge in less than six months. Recommend you to get in touch with Mr. Sycamore, "Bonvenu," O'Mara Street, Lutwyche, Brisbane, who is the Esperanto Secretary for that district.

A.A. (Manly, N.S.W.) Aerial in Esperanto is "anteno"; alternating current is "alterna kurento"; direct current, "kontinua kurento"; battery, "baterio"; station, "stacio" (pron. stah-tsee-o). Easy, isn't it? Always glad to help you.

H & H Audio Frequency Transformers

35/- 35/-

Built for those who insist on CLARITY, NATURALNESS, AND FIDELITY OF AMPLIFICATION. (Particularly on Voice reproduction.)

Rugged and Sturdy, yet compact and artistic. No metallic shielding employed, thus reducing capacity effects, eliminating the relatively high leak-away losses generally apparent where leads are separated from shields by short insulation patches. THIS IS A FEATURE THAT WILL BE APPRECIATED BY THOSE WHO DESIRE EXCEPTIONALLY EFFICIENT TRANSFORMERS.

Made in Two Ratios: 3.75-1 and 6-1

First sample shipment now held by COLVILLE-MOORE WIRELESS SUPPLIES LTD., Rowe St., SYDNEY.

H & H. RADIO GOODS ARE OBTAINABLE AT ALL LEADING STORES AND INCLUDE:-

- Sockets (see no-loss Porcelain Socket),
- Rheostats
- Variable Condensers (Low Loss Type)
- Mica Condensers
- Transformers (Audio)
- Push-Pull Transformers
- Jacks and Plugs
- Potentiometers
- Dials and Knobs
- Battery Switches
- Lever Switches
- Etc., Etc.

Send for the complete catalogue to the Australian Representatives:

Boswell and Co.
51 YORK STREET, SYDNEY.
403 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE.
**WETLESS**

Duo-Lateral Coils

"WETLESS" DUO-LATERAL COILS are wound by a special process of constant tension on the wire ensuring uniformity throughout. The self-capacity is extremely low, and the wire used is of the highest grade, the result being very sharp tuning, low high frequency resistance, and maximum signal strength.

"WETLESS" DE-LUXE MOUNTED.
The Mounted Coils have Black Celluloid strip inside Coil former, and the outside of Coils is protected with a layer of Celluloid strip, and only Genuine Bakelite De-luxe Plugs are used,
being bound to the Coils with Waxed Thread
and connections to plug soldered. If you are wanting high-grade Coils you cannot do better than select these.

**SIZES TO SUIT ALL AERIALS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Unmounted</th>
<th>Mounted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>6/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>6/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>6/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>6/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>6/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>6/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>2/1</td>
<td>7/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>7/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>7/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>2/6</td>
<td>7/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>2150</td>
<td>3/3</td>
<td>8/3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wavelength Calibrations by Mr. C. D. MacLuran, with parallel Condenser minimum capacity .000055 M.F. to .0005 M.F. maximum.

If YOUR DEALER cannot supply you, send postal note direct to MANUFACTURER, post paid.

J. Wetless
Bexley - N.S.W.

'Phone: Kog. 1155.
Australian Made.

---

a presentation to one of the Club members, on the eve of his approaching marriage.

After the very flattering remarks of Mr. Stephenson, ably supported by Mr. Morton, the said member felt highly embarrassed but recovered sufficiently to thank the members for their kind thoughts.

The meeting was then closed for refreshments, after which transmission tests were carried out.

QSL's will be acknowledged. The Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. H. Barker, "Euripides," Wallace Street, Concord, will promptly reply to all enquiries as to membership, etc.

**LEICHHARDT AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY.*\**

(Licensed Experimental Transmitting Station 2LH.)

Members of the Leichhardt and District Radio Society held their 150th general meeting at the Clubroom, 176 Johnston Street, Annandale, on the evening of Tuesday, November 13th.

The attendance was very satisfactory indeed, and after the Hon. Secretary had announced that an invitation had been received from the Wireless Institute of Australia for members to attend that body's general meeting to be held on November 19th the main business of the evening was proceeded with. This took the form of an organised "Fault Finding" discussion, and members were invited to bring before the meeting instances of troubles that had been met with by them during the carrying out of their experiments. The invitation met with a very ready response, and it was gratifying to note that several of the newer members took advantage of the opportunity thus offered them to bring their troubles under the notice of their more experienced brethren. The subjects dealt with during this discussion were many and varied, and included such matters as variations in radio-frequency circuits, the application of the most suitable voltages to the plates of "soft" valves, the effects of disconnection "aerial and earth" from certain types of sets, and the best arrangement for a three-coil circuit. Several other matters were also dealt with, and it was generally agreed that the meeting had been a most successful one.

Next Tuesday evening the Society will hold its 152nd general meeting, at which the 12th lecture of Syllabus No. 4, will be delivered by Mr. A. G. McFarlane of The Exide Battery Service Station. Needless to say the subject of Mr. McFarlane's chat to members will be "Storage Batteries," and in the capable hands of this gentleman, should prove of extreme interest and value to all. The Society's 37th Monthly Business Meeting will follow on Dec.
1st, when applications for membership will be dealt with and other formal business on hand disposed of. The 13th lecture of Syllabus No. 4 will also be delivered at this meeting—Mr. J. R. Alexander being booked to deliver a lecture under the novel title of “The Growth of Crystals.” Mr. Alexander has promised something unusually interesting for the occasion, and a good roll up of members is anticipated.

At the time of writing this report information has come to hand to the effect that this Society has attained top place at the end of the 2nd quarter of the period covered by Maelurcan Cup Competition, and in this respect members may congratulate themselves upon having risen from 3rd to 1st place. Nevertheless, the Cup is not yet won, and members do not intend to “rest on their oars.” On the contrary, the fact that they have done so well during the period under review will only spur them on to greater efforts during the 3rd quarter now entered upon.

Inquiries regarding the activities of the Society are welcomed, and should be addressed to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. J. Zech, 145 Booth Street, Annandale.

THOSE HOWLING VALVES.

A correspondent (Mr. Douglas Smith, Darlinghurst), referring to Mr. Chell’s letter in “Wireless Weekly” of November 6th, says that, though entirely in agreement with Mr. Chell’s views on the serious interference being caused by howling valves in congested areas, in his opinion the prevention or extermination of such a menace rightly lies with the radio dealer.

Assumedly, the person who makes his set howl so intolerably as to make it impossible for his neighbours to listen-in, does so, not deliberately, but for the simple reason that he either doesn’t realise his annoyance caused to others, or he is not proficient in the art of handling his receiver.

It is certainly up to the radio dealer, in his own interests, to evolve some scheme to cope with the matter, and one suggestion is that the dealer from whom any parts or set is purchased should point out to the buyer just what harm he can cause to other listeners—and, incidentally, to the radio trade—by careless handling of his set.

Mr. Chell contributes the idea of appointing honorary advisers in different districts, and if this could really materialise then it should, with the cooperation of the radio dealers, prove a sure way out of the difficulty.

BURGINPHONES
Australia's Best By Test

BURGIN RADIO PHONOGRAPH
presents a pleasing combination in either a 4 or 5 valve “Burginphone” receiver, coupled with a really high grade Phonograph mounted in a very handsome cabinet. This should prove just the present you are seeking! Inspect this beautiful model at our Radio room.

Easy payments can be arranged.

Prices on application to——

BURGIN ELECTRIC Co. Ltd.

340 Kent Street, Sydney
Box 734 G.P.O. — Phone City 141, M3069

Your inspection of our Sets at —our Radio Room is invited—
"BURGESS COMES TO AUSTRALIA"

PICTURE to yourself a great factory functioning as an immense laboratory, in which machinery, chemicals, formulae and testing apparatus appear without end; where millions of batteries are built annually, under the direct management of men who have spent years in the making of efficient dry batteries and supervised by a man recognised as one of the foremost Chemical Engineers in the profession, and you will have a graphic mental picture of the Great Burgess Factories at Madison, Wisconsin—United States of America.

When any new product achieves the public approval and the wide-spread demand which has been attained by Burgess Batteries, it is customary that the success be attributed to a lucky invention or a fortunate aspiration. That Burgess success is built on firmer foundation is shown by the fact that the painstaking research and development work in dry battery improvements was begun over 20 years ago by President C. F. Burgess, then in charge of the Chemical Engineering Department of the University of Wisconsin.

This laboratory work was continued for ten years before a product was offered for sale and this same kind of research now done on a large scale by a number of scientists working under Mr. Burgess' direction, furnishes the basis of merit of the present product.

These Dry Battery experts are constantly on the alert to improve, even the high standard of Burgess batteries, and the development work in this regard has never ceased, and represents an outlay of hundreds of thousands of pounds. The results are covered by more than sixty patents defining special Burgess features.

To-day hundreds of thousands of radio sets are equipped with long lived noiseless Burgess Batteries of special radio construction and perfected by wireless Specialists, which make them batteries of quality, uniformity and dependability.

This unique position of 'esteem and confidence occupied by Burgess Radio Batteries is a natural development of the conservative policy which has characterised the manufacture, advertising and sale of Burgess products.

Of interest, perhaps, to the thinking battery buyer is the fact that no Burgess product is advertised or sold until its merit has been proven, not only by their own rigid tests, but also those of the foremost Radio Engineers, Manufacturers and Experimenters in the country.

Through friendly criticism and suggestions, togetherness with extensive research and engineering by the Laboratories, the efficiency of Burgess Batteries has increased to a degree which we believe is not equalled elsewhere.

The adventures of Burgess Radio Batteries make interesting reading. They went 'Farthest North' as they were used exclusively by the McMillan Expedition. They first came to Australia on the Millionaire's yacht 'The Speeckacks.'

Being standard equipment for the United States Air Force they were carried on the ill-fated 'Shenandoah.'

The mammoth steamship 'Leviathan' has them in its wireless rooms. They can be seen in the wireless rooms of the California, Tennessee, Maryland, and all other vessels of the United States Fleet, when it came to Australia this year.

Every United States Submarine carries them as standard equipment.

When the Radio Corporation of America carried out the successful experiments with English Engineers for transmitting by radio, photographs of the H.R.H. Prince of Wales and President Coolidge, that Burgess Batteries were exclusively used for this inspiring achievement is a pleasing indication of the confidence placed in them by experienced Engineers.

(To the Editor)

Sir,—I was very interested to read of your car trip to give advice to country amateurs, as it suggested the possibility of an opening for members of the suggested organisation of B.C.L's. and amateurs which you have been advocating for some time.

There are no doubt many listeners-in in the same position as myself. I have built a crystal set and on your advice altered it to a single valve 3-coil set, but I do not think I get the best out of the set. What little I know of radio I have learned from books, and a little advice from a practical man would help a great deal.

My suggestion is that the clubs might undertake a certain amount of this work, which would give them a considerable amount of publicity which is so necessary at the beginning, and even if a small charge (to go to club funds) were made I think there would be a great number who would avail themselves of the help. Incidentally it might reduce the number of joeyas.—Yours faithfully,

12/11/1925.

ONE VALVE.
"Over Twice the Life"

BURGESS
The Battery Unsurpassed!

HARMONY
POWER
ENDURANCE

No 2306 .. 45 volt.

No. 2158 .. 22½ volt
5158 .. 22½ volt
5308 .. 45 volt
2308 .. 45 volt

No. 5156 .. 22½ volt
4156 .. 22½ volt
2156 .. 22½ volt

No. 5360 4½ volt
6 1½ volt
2370 4½ volt.

"Ask Any Radio Engineer"

The first shipments have been landed and are now obtainable from David Jones Ltd., Farmer & Co. Ltd., Radio House and all leading Radio Stores.

Write for Burgess World-Wide Broadcasting Stations Directory Free of charge

Burgess Battery Company of Canada & U.S.A.
280 Castlereagh St., Sydney. 25/27 Queen’s Bridge St., Melbourne. 26 Leigh St., Adelaide.
Harrington's Cash Prices

To make room for New Goods we offer:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phone or Speaker Plugs</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dials, 3in. 1/5; 4in. 2/6; 2in.</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial Parallel Switches</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary Switches, adjustable 1½in. to 1¾in. radius</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary Switches 1¾in. radius</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheostats, nicely finished engraved knob, 6 ohms</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheostats, nicely finished engraved knob, 30 ohms</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potentiometer 400 ohms</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sockets, Standard American</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid Leaks, fixed</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminals, N.P., per doz.</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headphones</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformers, Audio, (guaranteed 12 months)</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil Plugs, good quality</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Coil Holders, good quality</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Coil Holders, good quality</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable Condensers, .001</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacks, Premier Quality Single Circuit</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacks, Premier Quality Double Circuit</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bezels, N.P. ¾in. or 1¼in.</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial Insulators, per doz.</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial Insulators, each 3d. 4d. and</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulated Terminals, per doz.</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push Pull Battery Switches</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery Clips from</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Detectors, N.P. Mounted</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Cup</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Detector, Bracket and Catswhisker</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Glass Enclosed Detector</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Condensers, Mica</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porcelain, S.P.D.T. Switches</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel Plugs for H.C. Coils</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension Handles</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling Plugs</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightning Arresters</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hundreds of other Lines, Call and Inspect our Stocks

Harringtons LTD

Photo and Radio Merchants
RADIO BASEMENT, 386 George Street.

BRANCHES IN ALL STATES AND NEW ZEALAND
The TEKAY CRYSTAL SET

By "Insulator"

OFTEN one hears of people many miles in the country hearing 2FC on a crystal set. As I write I recall a man at Dubbo who listens in on a simple crystal set to Sydney every night. Such reception can hardly be called freak reception considering the consistency of reception, rather should I say it points to a well designed receiver from which most of the losses are eliminated and I propose to submit to you this week a crystal receiver which, if any other set in the district is receiving, the long distances should do likewise and perhaps better.

Bear in mind of course that I don't suggest that this receiver is particularly selective in or around the city. It is not selective, but will serve many other purposes.

Now that 2KY is on the air and his power is good this station should be well received many miles, say down the South Coast as far as Berry or Nowra, because I know of crystal sets there receiving Farmer's, but not 2BL. This latter fact may be explained by the unnecessary amount of dead end effect in the average crystal receiver.

For example if your coil has altogether 150 turns of wire to receive 2FC and only 30 are required to receive 2BL or 2KY, the remaining 120 turns hanging on to the short wavelengths reduce the efficiency greatly and often preclude the possibility of the short wave station being received.

In the Tekay, provision has been made for eliminating this dead end effect by breaking the coil in a place agreed upon for the short waves. Again many aerials are far too long to receive the short wave station, so I have included a .0005 mfd. fixed condenser in the circuit which may be placed in series with the aerial to step down the wavelength. This condenser may at will be placed in a parallel position with a view to increasing the wavelength of the set. More about this later.

I noticed in last week's Wireless Weekly that a new station, 2MK, has started in Bathurst. All hail Bathurst; this is a most laudable move and the Tekay will be found an ideal set for local reception as well as giving the listener in a chance to receive Farmer's if this is at all possible.

The Tekay is not an expensive receiver to build. The following parts are required:

1. panel 10½ x 6 x 3/16ths.
2. rotary switches.
3. 23 contact studs and nuts.
4. 4 switch stops.
5. 8 terminals.
6. 1 crystal detector.
7. .0005 mica fixed condenser.
8. ozs. 18 d.c.c. wire.
9. 3 busbars.
10. 2 formers.
11. 1 suitable baseboard.
12. Sundry screws.

The panel may be either bakelite or radion; either is quite satisfactory. Don't use the red material known as fibre as it is not a good insulator for the high frequency currents experienced in radio.

If bakelite or radion is not available use good dry shellacked 3 ply for good results.

From the illustration you will note that I have used a glass enclosed crystal detector. This is a distinct advantage over the open type as any dust is excluded from the crystal, insuring thereby better reception. Now that you are looking at the illustration let us discuss it before we go on to the constructional details.

On the left hand side are three terminals, corresponding to T1, T2, T3 of the wiring diagram. To leave the .0005 fixed condenser out of the circuit the aerial should be connected to T2, and the earth to T3. To connect the .0005 condenser in series with the aerial, aerial goes to T1 and earth to T3. Again, if it is desired to increase the wavelengths to which the set will respond hook the aerial on to T2, earth to T3, and join T1 and T3, now T6, T7, and T8 are telephone terminals. If only one set of phones are to be used, they should be connected to T6 and T8, leaving T7 free.

BURGESS—"THEY'RE WITH McMillan EXPEDITION"—BATTERIES
Two pairs of phones may be connected in series by connecting one leg of one pair to T6, and one leg of the other pair to T8, using T7 to hold the remaining legs of each pair—that is, two tips are clamped under T7.

The terminals T4 and T5 are for the purpose of cutting out the dead end effect already spoken about. Looking at the back of receiver you will notice two coils, one has forty turns wound on it and the other boasts of 90 turns.

From the wiring diagram you will notice that the last turn of the smaller coil is joined to T4, and the beginning of the larger coil is connected to T5.

To receive 2FC, T4 and T5 should be connected with a link made from a piece of busbar, while short waves such as 2BL, 2KY and 2MK are best received with the loop open.

Now for the construction. First of all lay out your panel. I need not give you any directions as to this as it seems quite simple. Let me advise you here that the best spacing for the contact studs will be found to be 3/8th of an inch apart.

Drill for your component and mount as shown on the front view. Now before going any further wire up from the wiring diagram leaving out the coil connections. I'll give you this in detail.

Between T1 and T2 solder your .0005 condenser. Take T2 to the nearest switch (S1) and from thence to the bottom of the detector. T3 join to T6, and the tens switch (S2) is joined to this connecting wire. The top of the detector is connected to T8. The bottom stud of the unit taps near the detector is joined to the bottom stud of the tens taps, also near the detector. The stud from this, that is, stud 4 of the tens is joined to T4. All these connections are made with square busbar. Leave the panel on the one side now and commence a little wood work. Two coil formers are now to be made. Obtain some 1 inch square timber, say 4ft. long and cut into 8 lengths each four and three quarter inches long. Each of these lengths is to be fashioned into the shape shown herewith. A chisel and a saw will help you to do this. Now put one piece into the halved joint of the other piece to form a cross with slots cut down the four ways to within one inch of the centre.

Repeat this operation with other two pieces and cut off the remaining scraps of timber a cube of 3/4 of an inch. Place this cube in the centre between the two crosses and screw all together with a 2-inch brass wood screw.

BURGESS—"OVER TWICE THE LIFE"—BATTERIES.
On this former is wound 90 turns of the 18 d. c.c. wire. Proceed in this manner. First of all get a box of matches and chop off all the heads. Strips of cane from those well known cane verandah blinds will serve the purpose admirably. Cane or matches, it doesn't matter which. Place one match in the slit from one side of the former to the slit in the other side of the former. Secure one end of the wire around this spacer and proceed to wind on the wire, placing another match between the next pair of slits wind over this match, insert another match in the succeeding slit, continue winding, a fourth match being placed in a similar manner between the next slits. You have now the former with one turn of wire between the crosses, and wound on the top of four matches placed between the slits and across the former.

Proceed with the winding on the top of these matches, one turn alongside of the next in the ordinary manner until you have 10 times wound. These ten turns you will find will occupy most of the space between the crosses in the form of one layer. Take a tap here by twisting a small loop in the wire and insert four more matches in the manner already described and continue to wind on a further ten turns. But watch this carefully: When the first layer is completed and your second row of matches is inserted bring the wire back across to the side from which the first turn was started and wind on turn No. 11 above turn No. 1 and turn No. 12 above turn No. 2 and so on, taking the tap at turn No. 20. Insert more matches here and continue with turn No. 21 above turn No. 11, and so on. Continue winding and tapping every 10 turns, inserting matches in the prescribed manner as spaces between every layer until you have 90 turns wound on. Secure the end of the wire around one of the legs of the cross and leave aside.

The smaller coil now claims our attention. Firstly obtain a strip of cardboard tube, 2 inches in diameter by about ⅜ inch long; the cardboard centre of a honeycomb coil proving to be ideal for this purpose. On this tube is to be wound the first ten turns of the smaller coil, the unit turns on fact and consequently each turn has to be tapped. To do this get a darning needle and pierce 11 holes through this tube, each hole being slightly staggered from the next and each about one quarter of an inch apart. Through the first hole thread one end of the wire and wind on a turn, double the wire loop and twist, leaving about 6 inches looped doubled tapping which is threaded through the next hole. Repeat this operation with the second turn threading the tap through the third hole, and so on, with each succeeding turn until 10 turns are wound on.

Don't break the wire here, but leave down for a few moments while you construct the second former. Fit the two legs together as you did the previous one, joining at the halved joints. Repeat this operation with the remaining two pieces and now clamp the wound cardboard former between these faces using another screw for the purpose.

Now as you did before, insert matches in the slits and wind ten turns in the same direction as the wire on the cardboard former, making the 11th turn come above the first turn, and so on as before.

Tap at the 10th turn and insert more matches—wind on another layer of 10 turns, another tap, more spacing matches, and then another 10 turns, break off the wire here, which leaves a former with 40 turns of wire wound on, the first ten tapped every single turn and 3 layers of ten turns each tapped at every 10th turn.

The coils are now completed and all that is necessary is to connect the taps to their respective
the cotton covering from each tap, using a pen knife for this purpose. Next solder about 6 inches of the remaining 18 d.c.c. wire, to each bared tap. A little fluxite, a good hot clean soldering iron and some soft solder will simplify this operation.

While the soldering iron is hot tin the end of each contact stud. Apply a very small wipe of fluxite to the tip of each stud and picking up a piece of solder with the hot iron, place a little "blob" on the end of each stud.

Next solder your tapping leads to each respective stud. Start with the end of the large coil and solder this to the bottom stud nearest the phone terminals, solder the next tap to the second stud, and so on, each succeeding tap to each successive stud. When taps are soldered you have three remaining ten turn studs on this switch which are not connected anywhere. Oh, by the way, don't forget to join the beginning of the large coil to terminal T5. Now the fast turn of the smaller coil is connected to the top of the three remaining contact studs on the tens side and the second last to the next stud, the third last to the remaining stud.

The units are now to be soldered up. The first turn is soldered to the bottom, stud on the unit side, that stud which is connected across to the tens side. The second tap is soldered to the next stud and so on until every tap is connected.

When this is done a baseboard is screwed to the panel and the coils left standing on this baseboard. The set is now completed.

To listen in choose one of the methods of hooking up which already been described to you, and rotate tens switch for rough tuning until a signal is heard. Fine tuning is accomplished by hand.

A little practise will accomplish much.

Read the article over again and familiarise yourself with the different methods of hooking up.

Try them all in turn, using the link of T4, T5 to advantage as the wavelength calls for. This is a most excellent receiver for the purpose it has been designed for, actually receiving Sydney a few miles south of Wollongong.

WEATHER BY RADIO.

The Director, Radio Broadcast Bureau, writes: The suggestion of Mr. Wearne, M.L.A., that arrangements should be made for farmers and graziers to receive weather forecasts by telephone has much to commend it, but this method is somewhat antiquated. By means of a radio set anyone in Australia can pick up the forecasts twice a day a few seconds after they are prepared. The saving in time is enormously valuable, especially in districts beyond the reach of telephones and telegraphs.

Radio for Country Press

NEW STATION WANTED

The Country Press Association continues its campaign to induce the Federal Government to permit the establishing of a wireless station at Sydney for the transmission of news to country newspapers. A letter has been sent to each candidate asking his view on the question. All the replies so far received are favorable.

The "Dungog Chronicle," referring to this question, says:

"The peculiar part is that owners of private sets receive race news and other items and post them up outside their shops or 'phone them around the town, but the Postmaster-General will not allow the legitimate disseminators of news to do the same."

BURGESS—"THEY'RE ON THE 'LEVIATHAN' "—BATTERIES
H.F. Amplification and Neutralisation

By "Wireless Weekly"

LAST week, you will remember, we dealt exhaustively with the neutrodyne receiver, explaining the exceptional advantages of correct neutralisation of H.F. valves. We are this week publishing a rather unique hook-up, where, by means of the switching arrangements shown in Fig. 1, the H.F. valve may be neutralised for the lower wavelengths up to 600 metres, and for the higher broadcast wavelengths of 2FC and 6WF, the resistance capacity coupled H.F. amplification method may be used.

From an experimental point of view this hook-up will be found very instructive indeed, and for those who require a selective non-radiating broadcast receiver there is nothing better. Single or double circuit tuning is also made possible by means of the single pole double throw switch. With the single circuit tuning for the low wavelengths there are only two controls; for the higher wavelengths only one. We strongly advocate the use of this arrangement with all double circuit tuners, as it greatly simplifies tuning.

Usually, an easily tuned set is non-selective, but by means of the method shown here either single or double circuit tuning may be used at will. If you carefully study the circuit diagram to 600 metres: Switch A to left, switch B to left, switch C made.

Double circuit tuning for short wave reception: Switch A to right, switch B to left, switch C made; aperiodic aerial tuning switch C broken.

With these combinations, reception on the lower wavelengths will be found much more efficient than with the ordinary tuned plate or transformer method of H.F. amplification. For wavelengths below 200 metres aperiodic aerial tuning should always be used. The radio transformer used by Wireless Weekly was made up of ordinary spider-web formers, mounted on a panel plug and coupling plug.

Various sized coils will be required to cover all the lower wavelengths satisfactorily, and the tapping point for neutralisation should be taken from second or third turn past the centre of the coil starting from the grid end of the coil. Those who prefer to build the standard neutroformer as used in the neutrodyne receiver should obtain two cardboard or ebonite tubes, one with a diameter of two inches and seven eighths and the other with a diameter of three inches. The length of tube required to take the required number of turns for primary and secondary is three inches and a half.

The primary, which should be wound on the smallest former, goes inside the other and is wound with 40 turns of No. 22 or 24 d.c.c. wire. The secondary, the outside one, is wound with the same gauge wire, but has 44 turns wound on it, with a tap taken at the 24th turn for neutralisation. Care must be taken that No. 1 turn goes to the grid and not the 44th turn.

If this type of radio transformer is used, however, the lowest wavelength covered satisfactorily...
A REPORT from KOSCIUSKO

To Messrs David Jones' Ltd.,
George Street,
SYDNEY.

Dear Sirs,

I would like to congratulate you on the success of the "Wireless Set" supplied by you to the Hotel Kosciusko.

Kosciusko, as is well known, is a difficult location for good wireless results. From what I have seen of your set however, the reception, the entire absence of foreign noise and the volume, are far beyond any expectations I may have had. The following Stations we brought in—5CL; 2FC; 3LO and 2BL. 4QC was also brought in by Mr. Cooke, but as I was not at Kosciusko at the time I cannot give my personal opinion about the reception.

Any results other than those stated will be communicated to you if thought of sufficient interest.

P. Speet, P.M
Manager,
Hotel Kosciusko.

DAVID JONES'
BASEMENT BARGAINS

Of particular interest to radio dealers, experimenters and the electrical trade generally is the stock of surplus wireless and electrical gear now on view at the basement of Amalgamated Wireless (A/sia) Ltd.

The stock comprises a huge quantity of apparatus than can be put to excellent use, especially by experimenters.

In nearly all cases the prices have been practically cut in half, in some cases they have been reduced 75 per cent., and there is not the slightest doubt that for those who are after bargains in wireless equipment and who are willing to effect small alterations in the apparatus, the values are remarkable.

To instance a few lines:

Fixed wavelength receivers, with cabinets of first-class workmanship are priced from £2; with a little alteration these can be made to receive all broadcasting stations.

Another excellent line is variable grid leak condensers of either mica or Empire paper dielectric. These are especially suitable as neutralising condensers and at 1/6 each, are a gift.

Radio Frequency Transformers (circular type) at 1/-, and honeycomb coil plugs at 10d. need little comment.

There are hundreds of other lines of apparatus which are well worth the attention of the radio enthusiast. It is as well not to leave the inspection too late, as the pick of the line will, of course, go to those who first take the opportunity of inspecting this basement stock.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE.

This little bouquet reached us from a reader of "Wireless Weekly." The moral is obvious.

"Some little time ago I advertised a set in your 'Weekly,' and sold same to the first applicant. All through the week-end I was deluged with inquiries. I am satisfied that this is a good medium for advertising this class of goods, as an advertisement in the leading morning paper a week previously met with absolutely no response."

A-2RD is the experimental station owned and operated by Mr. Walter R. Hardy, "Dudville," Beulah St., South Kensington. Readers please note.

---

Give Radio Presents for Xmas

A Brief Description of the Latest in Radio

THE WONDERFUL TRUE BLUE TUBES. The only Valve free from microphonic noises, and with sterling silver contact points which cannot corrode; 2 to 3 times longer average filament life than any other Valve produced. The little power-plus is the only full power small socket valve made. Same price as Standard size.

HEATH RADIANT VARIABLE CONDENSERS: Non-dielectric and strictly low loss. Prices with geared vernier: .001, 35/6; .0005, 30/; .00025, 27/-. Plain 7/- less. .00005 Plain, 25/6. Dial extra—3in., 4/; 4in., 5/.

HEATH SHOCK PROOF SOCKETS. Even the screws have shock absorbers. 4/9 each.

HEATH RESISTANCE COUPLED AMPLIFIERS 3 stage, assembled and wired, 79/.

TUNGSTALITE CRYSTALS. Not a dead spot in Tungstalite. Gold Label 24/- per dos., Blue Label 18/- per dos.

REMO SPEAKERS. Built on the principle that a curved horn is against the laws of acoustics. Ordinary, £4/5/-; Adjustable, £25/12/6. In attractive cabinet (an ornament to any room), £9/5/.

REMO PHONE UNITS. Attach it to your gramophone. 37/.

BATTERY CHARGERS. To charge both A & B Batteries, £8.

CARDWELL CONDENSERS. .001. All plates geared. 45/-.

CARDWELL TRANSFORMERS. 4.8 to 1. 25/.


DIAL VERNIER ADJUSTERS, 1/6.

SERIES PARALLEL SWITCHES, 2/4.

ROYALTY VARIABLE GRID LEAKS, 11/6.

BEEDE VOLT METERS, 50 V., 6/6.

CORONA VALVES, 201A TYPE, 17/6.

660 VALVES, ENGLISH SOCKETS, 17/6.

FIXED CONDENSERS, all sizes.


DEALERS: Write for quantity discounts.

Parsons & Whittemore Limited
30 Market Street, Sydney.

Country orders by V.P. Post (Pay the Postman).
Within the Reach of all

LOUD SPEAKERS
ON
SMALL DEPOSIT

Manhattan Junior,
£3/7/6.
£1 Deposit.
Manhattan Senior,
£7/7/6.
£2/10/- Deposit.

Magnavox, M4,
£8/5/-
£3 Deposit.
Tunatalker,
£5/10/-
£2 Deposit.

Puravox Loud Speaker, £8/15/0
£3 Deposit

OUR MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT, 60 Goulburn Street, is under supervision of a Mail Order Engineer, and all details necessary for an efficient Mail Order Service. We despatch within 24 hours.

Open Friday Nights until 9.30 p.m. Complete Parts for all circuits. Advice Gratis. Your own Set?

Wiles' Wonderful Wireless

BRANCH:
384 PITT STREET
(near Goulburn Street).

HEAD OFFICE AND SHOWROOM
56-60 GOULBURN STREET
(1 door from Pitt Street)
SYDNEY.
£3/10/0 Deposit

EASY TO BUY  EASY TO USE

WONDERTONE MODEL 3X. 3 Valve Set complete with A and B Batteries, Valves, Headphones, Manhattan Loud Speaker, and Aerial Equipment.

£23/10/0

a Mail Order Expert, which ensures prompt despatch, careful attention to pack-
within 24 hours. May we have your order?

own Set rewired by Experts. Satisfaction guaranteed. Established over 20 years

ess & Electrical Stores

AND SHOP:
URN STREET
Pitt Street),
NEY.

BRANCH:
23 Pitt STREET
(near Circular Quay).
A WAVE TRAP
SEPARATE 2KY FROM 2BL
By R. C. V. Humphery

Much has been said in the past about wave-traps, and other means of obtaining selectivity, but as these articles did not apply to the majority of us, we read them casually and passed them over. Now, however, with the coming of 2KY on the air, some of us are searching frantically for those old numbers containing the necessary information for the elimination of undesirable stations, whilst others who have discarded their old wireless papers, seek advice from their more advanced radio friends.

Users of crystal sets are the people most bothered by 2KY, and those of us who use the two coil crystal receiver, whether in the form of honey-comb coils or loose coupler, will be able to eliminate 2KY by purchasing an extra .00035 or .0005 variable condenser. This condenser is connected across the secondary, or closed circuit coil, as shown in Fig. 1, and by using fairly loose coupling between the two coils (keeping the coils slightly apart) and carefully tuning both circuits simultaneously, no further trouble should be experienced from 2KY.

These remarks, of course, only apply to those of us who have only one tuning device (whether variable condenser or variometer) in their sets.

Now for those using sets in which the aerial coil is connected directly to the crystal, or, in the case of a valve set, to grid, a wave-trap in some form or other will be necessary. This instrument is very simple to construct; the requirements being 35 or 50 turn honeycomb coil, a coil panel plug, a .0005 variable condenser, two terminals and a panel roughly 4 x 5 inches. The condenser, plug and terminals are mounted on the panel as shown in Fig. 2, and the whole may be fitted neatly into a suitably shaped box. The terminal A is connected to the fixed plates of the condenser, and thence on to the plug. Terminal R is connected to the moving condenser plates, and on to the other side of the coil plug. When the trap is not required, the terminals A and R may be shorted by means of a piece of wire, or better still, a small switch (not shown), but this is not absolutely necessary.

The aerial is connected to the terminal A, and R connected up to the aerial terminal of the receiver, as shown in Fig. 3.

To eliminate 2KY, set the condenser C1 to about the mid position on the dial, and tune in 2KY to maximum loudness, by the receiver condenser C2. Now re-tune C1 until 2KY is no longer
Charge Your Own Accumulator
at Home with a

PHILIPS' RECTIFIER

at a cost of less than 1 farthing per hour

SEVEN REASONS WHY IT WILL PAY YOU TO USE A PHILIPS' RECTIFIER

1. AUTOMATIC IN ACTION NEEDS NO ATTENTION.
2. COMPACT, CLEAN, AND SILENT IN OPERATION.
3. CANNOT OVERCHARGE OR SHORT-CIRCUIT BATTERY.
4. HAS NO MOVING PARTS AND NO CONTACTS TO BE RENEWED.
5. FULLY CHARGES A STANDARD 6 VOLT 22 a.h. “A” BATTERY FOR LESS THAN 2d.
6. WILL CHARGE ANY “A” BATTERY FOR A SINGLE CELL UP TO SIX VOLT ACCUMULATORS.
7. CAN BE SWITCHED ON AT NIGHT, AND BATTERY IS RECHARGED READY FOR USE NEXT MORNING.

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL RADIO DEALERS AND GARAGES
RADIO FANS!

Our wireless department is fast becoming the premier store for all radio requirements. The fact that we buy in such large quantities enables us to sell every article at the lowest possible price. The component parts listed below will be of interest to "Fans" and "Amateur Transmitters."

Cunningham Bakelite Base, C301 A Valves, 5 volts (25) ..... 15/- each
Winchester, Large Capacity B Batteries, guaranteed 45 volts .... 26/-
22½ volts .................................. 13/-
3/16 and 1/8 Sheet Bakelite .................. 6/- lb.
Kenotron Rectifier Valves, UV 216, 5 watts .................. 47/6 each
Phillip's Type G Transmitting Valves, 20 watts .............. 75/-
Faradon Condensers, 1 mfd—1750 volts, D.C., Model UC490 .. 18/6
Magnetic Modulator, R.C.A., Model 5-1, 5 amps. .............. £3 4/-
Radio Frequency Choke Calls, UL1655 ................. 26/6
Oscillation Transformers, UL1008 .................. £4 5/6
Microphone Transformers, UP414 .. 50/6
Red Seal Head Sets, for DX work and comfort ......... 40/ - pair

Write or Call for our Specially Illustrated Catalogue

:: Terms arranged if required on Radio Sets ::

We invite you when next passing to call in and inspect this Department and talk over your Radio troubles with our chief wireless man. He may perhaps be able to help you.

Q.S.L.

The meaning of the three letters QSL is: "Please give me a receipt" — or, in other words—"Send me an acknowledgement."

There isn't a transmitter on the air now who is not glad to get a report on his signal; whether they be long or C.W.

You can put everything you want to say on a Publicity Press QSL card. It takes only a minute to fill in and conveys all the information the transmitter wants.

Over the last few months we have printed thousands of these cards for both transmitters and receivers, among them 2UW, 2CX, 2BF, 2LM, 2WW, 4CK, etc.

There is a QSL card for every purpose and they may be had either from stock or to suit individual tastes.

Write, phone or call.

Publicity Press Ltd.
Printers and Publishers
12-16 Regent Street
SYDNEY
Phones Red. 964 & 930.
Ask your Dealer for it!

NEUTRON
TRADE MARK
The World's Greatest Radio Crystal
Concert tested and Guaranteed

Paroso Ltd. 113, Gawler Place, Adelaide
A Product of Neutron Ltd., Sicilian House, Southampton Row, London WC1

Sole Agents in New South Wales — Mick Simmons Ltd., Haymarket, Sydney
Retail Price — 2/3 each
audible in the telephones, changing if necessary the value of the coil S1 from 35 to 50 turns or vice versa. Now tune in 2BL with condenser C2 until he comes in maximum strength. The whole thing is extremely simple. There is no need to buy an expensive condenser, and a vernier or geared action is unnecessary. So long as the condenser is rigid, and that the moving plates make good electrical contact with their terminal, that is all that is required.

Another method of connecting up a wave-trap to a set, is to place a coil panel plug to left of the aerial coil plug (Fig. 4) and connect this to two terminals placed on the edge of the receiver panel. These two terminals are in turn connected to a .0005 table type variable condenser. The operation is exactly the same as that described above, and when the trap is not required, the left hand coil may be removed. The extra cost of this trap will not exceed £1, and 2KY will be tuned out completely.

New De Forest Valve

De Forest Audion, Type DV-5.
Filament battery voltage: 6 volts.
Filament current: .25 amperes.
Plate battery voltage for—
(1) Audio Frequency Amplifier.
   (a) Transformer coupled: 90-112½ volts.
   (b) Resistance coupled: 112½-180 volts.
(2) Radio Frequency Amplifier: 67½-133 volts.
(3) Detector in a regenerative circuit only: 12-
22½ volts.
Resistance of rheostat for operating on DV-5 tube only 15 ohms. Resistance of rheostat for operating two or more DV-5 tubes in parallel, 6 ohms.
When "B" Battery voltages greater than 90 volts are used on audio frequency amplifiers, the following "C" battery volumes should be applied:
"C" Battery Voltages.
12, 3, 6, 7½ volts.

'"B" Battery Voltage.
112½, 135, 157½, 180 volts.
When using the DV-5 as a regenerative detector use a grid condenser of .00025 mfd. capacity and a grid leak of from 5 to 10 megohms.
The DV-5 may be used in all positions, but with particular advantage:
As a radio frequency amplifier in non-oscillating R.F. circuits. As a detector in regenerative circuits using low "B" battery voltage. As an audio frequency amplifier in resistance coupled A.F. circuits. As an audio frequency amplifier in transformer coupled A.F. circuits, where the transformers are especially designed to handle considerable amount of power. As an amplifier in reflexed positions of reflex circuits.
The DV-5 is designed to utilise a high "B" battery voltage. Maintenance of this voltage is absolutely necessary for proper working of any set for operating DV-5 audions.

BRADLEY'S OLD-TIME ORCHESTRA.
3LO.

Mr. J. Sayers—drums.
Mr. J. Austin—banjo.
Mr. P. Taylor—violin.
Mr. H. Bradley—cornet.
Mr. J. Stevens—flute.
Mr. G. Bradley—piano.

BURGESS—"THE STANDARD OF COMPARISON"—BATTERIES

Your inspection of the big display of everything that is new in the world of Wireless, is invited.

(Wireless -- Second Floor)

Anthony Hordern & Sons Limited, Brickfield Hill, Sydney

Western Electric Company (Australia) Ltd.

150 American stations logged by Tasmanian amateur using Wecovalves

EXTRACT from a letter dated April 21, 1925, sent to Western Electric Coy. Ltd., London, by Mr. W. A. Smith, 37 Cascade Road, Hobart.

"I am writing to you for the purpose of bringing before your notice some very interesting experiences I have had with a couple of your Wecovalves (white spots).

I purchased these two little valves about six months ago to build a portable low loss receiver. This consisted of detector and one-step audio frequency amplification, and I received all Australian and New Zealand experimenters working below 100 metres at loud speaker strength on a small loud speaker. Also, with phones, about 150 American Amateur Stations have been logged (between 70 and 90 metres).

American Broadcasting Station K.D.K.A. 63 metres quite a fair strength on small speaker. This set has been worked under all conditions. On the top of Mt. Wellington, 1466 ft. above sea level, these valves gave us some very fine results, Australian and American stations being received again, three pairs of phones being used. While on the mountain a heavy fog or mist came over and not having any cover for ourselves or the set, we decided to continue experiments and note the effect moisture had on signal strength, the set, etc. Well, signal strength dropped considerably, but the valves oscillated freely while the induction coils were quite wet. I think, sir, this is quite a severe test and speaks highly for the Weco.

Another test is that of robustness and after trying hard I am satisfied that these little tubes are very nigh unbreakable. On one occasion I placed them in my coat pocket and a little later forgetting they were in my coat took the coat out and shook it well. Remembering valves were in the pocket I at once tested them and found them to be quite undamaged.

On another occasion a friend of mine was helping me test some transmitting circuits and chokes and in rushing along the test bench to reach the ammeter knocked the set containing these doomed valves on the floor, a drop of 3 ft. 6 ins. Well a few remarks passed between us and my friend offered to stand the expense. 'Anyway,' I said 'We'll test them in case one is alright.' 'Not worth your while,' replied my friend. However, I tested them and found them both to be O.K. to my great surprise, and I think this wonderful for valves and it speaks well for the makers."

REduced PRICE
WECOVALVES are now available from regular radio dealers, at 17/6

Western Electric Company (Australia) Ltd.
192-4 Castlereagh Street, SYDNEY. Phone: City 336 and 356.
And 588 Bourke St., MELBOURNE. Phone: Cent. 8336 and 8949.
As a regenerative detector, the grid return should be connected to the positive filament terminal.

As an audio frequency amplifier the grid return should be connected to the negative “A” battery terminal. When “B” battery voltages higher than 90 volts are used, the use of a “C” battery is necessary.

As a radio frequency amplifier, the grid return should be connected as described in the particular circuit being used.

Melbourne Cup Broadcast

The recent broadcasting of the running of the Melbourne Cup by station 3AR, Melbourne, is an unique event which typifies one of the many ways in which wireless is proving itself of real public service to the community.

It is estimated that 150,000 people were present at the running of the Cup, and although this constitutes a record attendance for this event, this year there was, in addition, an unseen audience of many thousands who listened to the race “by wireless.”

A graphic description of all the races was very clearly given and illustrated by the voices of the bookmakers, the band upon the lawn, the cheers of the crowd, and even the thudding of the horses’ hoofs which all came over the air with such detailed accuracy, that listeners could almost see the final flash as Windbag passed the winning post amid the tumultuous cheers of excited punters.

Apart from the very real pleasure this must have proved to many situated at long distances away who were unable to witness the race itself, those who benefited most by the innovation were the patients in several of the metropolitan hospitals where wireless receivers now constitute an accepted feature in the institutions. Among these was the Anzac Hostel at Brighton, where many bedridden returned soldier patients were treated to the novel experience of hearing the cup run by wireless.

This marks the first time in the history of wireless that the Melbourne Cup race has ever been broadcast, and the announcer at 3AR is certainly to be heartily commended upon the success of the transmission.

What they Write

BOUQUETS.

To the Editor.

Dear Sir,—I made up a receiving set on the lines of the Reinartz described by Mr. Howell in your issue of September 4th.

I used the same parts and the same coils for all the short-wave stations, but used 130, 200, 150 for 6WF and 2FC. I added the potentiometer and found this an ideal means of adjusting the filament current.

I used a True Blue miniature valve and found that the plate voltage was rather critical for best results, 40 v. giving maximum strength. 5CL and 6WF came in on loud speaker; 3L0 and 2FC just audible in phones, but static was bad. I made the set up in two hours, and it worked on first hook-up. I have tried Browning-Drake regeneration, but so far have failed to get it to work as per book.

The Reinartz is the best single-valve set I have tried, and it is the latest of some two dozen I have made up.—Yours faithfully,

RON. N. ELLSON.

Box 49, Wickepin, W.A.

Burgess—“They’re used throughout the United States Navy”—Batteries

AN APPRECIATION.

A striking tribute to the efficiency of the De Forest receiver is contained in the following copy of a letter received by the International Radio Co. Ltd.:

October 15th, 1925.

Dear Sirs,—Just a line to express my appreciation of the performance of the De Forest D.12 receiver you installed for me in August last. The results obtained from the various Australian stations, including 4QG (Brisbane), 5CL (Adelaide), 2BL (Sydney), and 3L0 (Melbourne) are a source of wonderment to my friends. In fact, so popular has the set’s performance become that on several occasions of late I have found difficulty in accommodating the many friends that have rolled up. One evening 27 were present.

The transmission of 1YA (Auckland), 4AB (Dunedin), and 4YA (Dunedin) are also received very well, although the latter station sometimes fades very badly. My only regret is that I have not had time early in the evening so far to give the set a fair test on American stations, but KGO’s jazz band was well received at 7.30 one evening.

Again thanking you.

Yours sincerely,

D. W. BUCHANAN, Z3AR.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 22.
Service broadcast from Newtown Congregational Church. Minister: Rev. Mears Massey. Classical Concert from the Studio featuring Stanley Catlett, tenor; Ethel Friend, contralto, and other well-known vocalists.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23.

Early Evening Session: 6—G.P.O. Clock and Chimes. Pavilion Dinner Orchestra under the direction of Mr. Cee. Morrison. 6.30—Sporting Resume from "Sun" Newspapers. The pupils of Miss Monica Scully will entertain the Kiddies. 7.45—Late Stock Hides and Market Reports by courtesy of Pitt, Son and Badgery. 7.50—Close down.

Evening Session: Popular Programme from the Studio featuring Celebrity Trio in harmony numbers; Richard McClelland basso cantate; Reg. Harrison, comedian; Round-the-World Travologue by Mr. J. M. Prentice. During the evening Mr. Morgan will speak on "Motoring."

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21.

Early Evening Session: 6—G.P.O. Clock and Chimes. Pavilion Dinner Orchestra under the direction of Mr. Cee. Morrison. 6.30—Sporting Resume from "Sun" Newspapers. Uncle George and the Kiddies. 7.30—Brin-ga will speak to the Kiddies about the Aborigines. 7.45—A talk on Roads.

Evening Session: Mr. K. Brown and Miss C. Louden will be heard in a farce entitled "Packing Up;" Marjorie Skill, soprano; Maisie Barnett, contralto; Mary Charlton, pianist; and other well-known artists will be heard from the Studio. Dance Music supplied by the Dungan Modern Dance Band, from Manly, under the direction of Mr. C. J. Little. At 8.30 Mr. W. Fitzpatrick will speak on "Life at Sea," and at 9.30 Brin-ga will talk about the Aborigines.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24.

Early Evening Session: 6—G.P.O. Clock and Chimes. Pavilion Dinner Orchestra under the di-
Central broadcasters Ltd.

Call Sign: 5CL — Wavelength: 395 metres.

Saturday, November 21.


Afternoon Session: Salonola and pianoforte items. From the Studio, broadcast Racing and Cricket results and any other sports.

Evening Session: 6.30 — Bedtime Stories for the Children by Uncle Radio and King Electron. 7.30 — S. C. Ward & Co.’s, Stock Exchange Reports and Prices; Dalgety & Co.’s; Farmers’ Union; A. W. Sandford & Co.’s; and Weather Reports. General Information and Sunday’s programme. 7.40 — Broadcasting from Victoria Hall — Edwardstown Choral Society. Under the patronage and in the presence of the Mayor and Mayoress of the City of Unley (Mr. and Mrs. E. Bendall). Conductor, Mr. Montague Flayley. Accompanist, Mr. Frederick Findlay, L.A.B. The Society will render a fine selection of Glee and Part Songs (accompanied and unaccompanied) and will be supported by the following well-known artists. Mrs. J. L. Davey, contralto (Prize winner at Ballarat), Miss Eileen Cashman, violin, Mr. E. G. Whittle, elocutionist, Mr. Joseph Higgins, tenor, “Kira” Male Quartette. Messrs. Phillips, Adams, Samels and McKenna. Weather Observations and Forecast. Station Announcements. National Anthem. Close down.

Sunday, November 22.

Morning Session: 10.55 — Broadcast from Black Forest Church, Divine Service.


Monday, November 23.

Morning Session: 11.30 — Pianoforte Selections on Hobart M. Cable reproducing piano. 12.15 — News and Cable Service. 12.20 — The 5CL Studio Orchestra will play — Selection “The Arcadians” (Monk—

Burgess—“Fit All Cabinets”—Batteries
WIRELESS WEEKLY

Friday, November 29, 1925


THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26.

Morning Session: 11.30—Pianoforte Selections on Hobart M. Cable reproducing piano. 12.15—News and Cable Service. 12.30—The 5CL Studio Orchestra will play: Selection, "Lucia Di Lammermoor" (Donizetti), "Cello solo, "Intermezzo" (Tours), Fox Trot "You left me in the Rain" "Violinsky", Instrumental Trio, "Elegie" (Messenet), Novelette, "Flirtation" (Cross), Waltz, "Palm of my Cradle Days" & "Antadosi", Serenade, "Indian Dawn" (Zamecnik) Tanwinese. 1.45—S. C. Ward & Co.'s. Stock Exchange Reports and Prices and Official Weather Synopsis. 2—Close down.

Afternoon Session: 3—Salaunola and Pianoforte Items. Broadcast from Hobart M. Cable reproducing piano. 12.15—News and Cable Service. 12.30—The 5CL Studio Orchestra will play: Selection, "Lucia Di Lammermoor" (Donizetti), "Cello solo, "Intermezzo" (Tours), Fox Trot "You left me in the Rain" "Violinsky", Instrumental Trio, "Elegie" (Messenet), Novelette, "Flirtation" (Cross), Waltz, "Palm of my Cradle Days" & "Antadosi", Serenade, "Indian Dawn" (Zamecnik) Tanwinese. 1.45—S. C. Ward & Co.'s. Stock Exchange Reports and Prices and Official Weather Synopsis. 2—Close down.


BURGESS—"ASK ANY RADIO ENGINEER"—BATTERIES.
2UW—Otto Sandel
BELLEVUE HILL.
WAVELENGTH — 267 METRES

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 22.
7 to 7.30—Bedtime Stories. 8—Miss Ada Althouse piano solo), Fantasia Impromptu (Chopin). 8.5—Miss Lillian Leverton and Edgar Vincent (duet). Miserere from "Il Trovatore." 8.10—Mr. Stan. Holthouse (monologue), (a) Gunga Din, (b) The Courtship. 8.20—Miss Ada Althouse (soprano), (a) Tiptoe, (b) Fairpiper. 8.30—Miss Madge Smith (violin), (a) Song of India, (b) Fair Maid. 8.40—Mr. Edgar Vincent (tenor), (a) Ave Maria by Kahn, (b) E Luchovan La Stella. 8.50—Miss G. Kennerley (soprano), (a) Loves Cigarette, (b) Billia. 9—Interal. 9.5—Miss L. Leverton (soprano), The Valley of Laughter. 9.10—Edgar Vincent (tenor), La Donne Mobile. 9.15—Miss Hilda Grace (piano), Popular Dance Numbers. 9.30—Miss Josie Standish (contralto), (a) Summer Rain, (b) I Wonder if ever the Rose. 9.40—Miss Hilda Grace (piano solo), Prelude. 9.45—Mr. Edgar Vincent (tenor), Serenade. 9.50—Miss Hilda Grace (piano), Popular Dance Numbers. 10—National Anthem.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24.
8.10—Kings’ Instrumental String Orchestra (Bondi Junction).

Programme continued on page 38

DUPLEX WORK.

On Sunday, 8th November, at 12 p.m. midnight, an impromptu two-day duplex C.W. test was arranged on 85 metres by amateur stations 3PX, St. Kilda, Victoria, and 4RB, Toowong, Queensland. A very reliable "break-in" communication was established, despite the fact that the difference in wavelength of both stations was not at any time more than two metres.

Only one aerial was in use at each end, the "change-over" switch being left on the transmitter side and no aerial being used for the receiver. It is believed that this is the greatest distance yet covered by Aussie hams on duplex C.W. 4RB was putting .16 T.C.A.’s. into the aerial, using one 201A tube with 2 watts at 150 volts on plate. 3PX stated that this input was 12 watts, using 500 volts R.A.C. on one "apex" 202 tube.

SOUTH RANDWICK AND DISTRICT
RADIO CLUB.*

At the last meeting, held in the Daceyville Band Hall, the attendance was very large and a splendid lecture on a P1 Circuit and other one-valve sets by Mr. Hamilton ("Insulator") was very much appreciated.

The two competitive crystal sets were on view for the first time at the Club, and, according to critics, were both pronounced super sets capable of loud speaker results. Further details will be published later.

This Club, as readers will note, is a newly formed one, and all intending members should get into touch with Mr. L. Horner, Austral Street, Long Bay.

BURGESS—"RECOGNISED AS A SYMBOL OF PROGRESS"—BATTERIES
ROUND THE WORLD with a UDISCO SUPER SIX

DISTANT stations are being tuned in daily throughout Australasia by satisfied owners of Udisco Super Sixes.

These sets are perfect. Multiple genius is built into every one. For the past three years the most eminent radio engineers of America and Australia have collaborated and the Super Six is the result.

The Udisco Super Six covers a wave band ranging between 20 and 2000 metres, and is the only set in the world employing radio frequency that will do this.

To select any desired station just turn one knob. Cumbersome plug-in coils are altogether done away with.

The tone of the Super Six is a special feature and experts have volunteered the opinion that it is superior to any other set they have yet heard in Australia. Music and speech comes through with wonderful clarity, volume and naturalness of tone.

The Udisco Six is built into a polished cabinet with an inclined panel, and is a remarkably handsome piece of furniture.

Until, by the appointment of Agents throughout Australia our receiving sets are made readily available to the public, we shall continue to sell receiving sets at retail.

Radio parts we will continue to sell wholesale to certified Dealers only.

Retail Prices
Udisco Super Six on Stand complete with Music Master Loud Speaker, Batteries, Valves, and Aerial Equipment.

£110
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 22.

11 a.m.—Service from Scots Church, Collins St., Melbourne. 3 p.m.—The People's Sunday Hour from St. Mark's Church, Fitzroy. Service conducted by the Rev. R. G. Nicholls. 8—Service from Scots Church, Collins St., Melbourne. 8.30—Mr. A. N. Bishop (F.A.L.S.) will speak on "The Church and the Totalitarian," 9—Musical Items from the Studio. 9.15—Orchestra under the direction of Mr. George Henry, relayed from the Eclipse Theatre, Port Melbourne. 10—Time Signal; "Age" News Service exclusive to 3AR; Foreign Exchanges and Market Reports of the World supplied exclusively to 3AR by Messrs. Thos. Cook & Son. 10.15—National Anthem and Close down.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23.

12 noon—Time Signal; Market and Weather Reports; "Age" News Service; Musical Items. 1—The Georgian Cafe Orchestra. 2—Close down. Richmond Trotting: Results immediately after each race. 3.30—Musical Items from the Studio. 5—Close down. 6.15—The Georgian Cafe Orchestra. 7.15—The Children's Corner by Uncle Rad. 8—Time Signal. 8.30—Miss Lillian Terry (soprano): (a) A Japanese Love Song (May Bracke); (b) Pale Moon (Logan). 8.45—Miss Kit Mills (cornetist): Selected. 8.50—Miss Maxwell Cowdroy (solo pianiste); (a) Tannhauser (Wagner Liesz); (b) Prelude (Bach). 8.55—Miss Sydney Bird (baritone); (a) Blow, Blow Thou Winter Wind (Sargentes); (b) The Star (Rogers). 9—Miss Hilda Addison soprano: (a) Parted (Tosti); (b) A Brown Bird Singing (Wood). 8.36—Miss Pauline West (violiniste); (a) Allegro Brillante (William Ten Have); (b) Serenade (Ch. Gounod). 8.43—Miss Anne Jeffery (elocutionist): The Death of Sydney Carton (Charles Dickens). 8.48—Mr. J. A. Williams (baritone): (a) Son of the Desert; (b) Invictus (Kahn). 8.55—Mrs. Stan. McIntyre (soprano): (a) I'll Sing to You; (b) Until (Sanderson). 9.2—Mr. Pip. Powell, Humorous selections. 9.9—Miss Hylida Bartrop (contralto): Selected. 9.16—Miss Hylida Addison and Mr. Sydney Bird (duet): Your Eyes Have Told Me So. 9.21—Miss Maxwell Cowdroy (solo pianiste); (a) Rondo Brilliant (Weber); (b) Deux Arabesque (Debussy). 9.28—Miss Anne Jeffery (elocutionist): The Old Grey Squirrel (Alfred Noyes). 9.33—Miss Lilian Horn (soprano): (a) Star Vicino (Salvator Rosa); (b) The Wild Rose (Schubert). 9.40—Miss Pauline West (solo pianiste): (a) Meditation "Theis" (Massenet); (b) Bournes. 9.48—Miss Hylida Bartrop (contralto): Selected. 9.55—Mr. J. A. Williams (baritone): Selected. 10—Time Signal; "Age" News Service exclusive to 3AR. 10.10—The Georgian Cafe Orchestra. 11—National Anthem and Close down.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24.

12 noon—Time Signal; Market and Weather Reports; "Age" News Service; Musical Items. 1—The Georgian Cafe Orchestra. 2—Close down. 3.30—Musical Items from the Studio. 4—The Georgian Cafe Orchestra. 5—Close down. 6.15—The Georgian Cafe. 7.15—The Children's Corner by Uncle Rad. 8—Time Signal; Dr. Nor- they Du Maurier, Health Talk, "Household Pests" (3rd series). 8.15—Miss Dorothy Mattingley (pianiste): (a) Grillen (Schnumann). 8.22—Miss Gina Terry (soprano): (a) I Heard You Singing (Coates); (b) Caro Mio Bene (Giordani). 8.29—Mr. Wilfred Kane (tenor): (a) To a Wild Rose (McDowell); (b) My Life's Ideal (Tosti). 8.36—Mr. Robert May (celist): (a) Largo (Handel); (b) Minuet (Squire). 8.43—Mrs. John Brennan (Lyric soprano): (a) Vinka's Song (Wishaw); (b) When Love is Kind (A.L.). 8.50—Mr. Eric Henderson (baritone): (a) Give a Man a Horse He can Ride (O'Hara); (b) Cotswold Love (Riley). 9—Mr. R. J. Edwards (of Herschels Pty. Ltd.), will speak on "Slow Motion Cinematography." 9.15—Miss Dorothy Mattingley (pianiste); (a) Etude in G sharp Major (Moseholos); (b) Shadow Dance (McDowell). 9.22—Miss Gina Terry (soprano): (a) The Little Damosel (Novello); (b) Ouvre tes yeux bleaux (Massenet). 9.29—Miss Nellie Delachy (elocutionist); (a) Earthware, (b) Any other Time. 9.36—Mr. Robert May (celist): (a) Adagio (Mozart); (b) Cradle Song (Heinsalt). 9.43—Miss Margaret Groom (contralto): (a) The Sweetest Flower That Blows (Hawley), (b) The Silent Forest (Toreas). 9.50—Mr. Eric Henderson (baritone); (a) The Lute Player (Alston), (b) Requiem (Homer). At the piano Miss Ruth Phillips. 10—Time Signal; "Age" News Service exclusive to 3AR. 10.15—The Georgian Cafe Orchestra. 11—National Anthem and Close down.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25.

12 noon—Time Signal, Market and Weather Reports; "Age" News Service; Musical Items. 1—Georgian Cafe Orchestra. 2—Close down.

BURGESS—"POWER, HARMONY, ENDURANCE"—BATTERIES
Bendigo Races: Results after each Race. 3.30
   —The Georgian Cafe Orchestra. 4—Musical Items
   from the Studio. 4.45—Girl Guides’ Bulletin. 5
   Close down.

   6.15—The Georgian Cafe Orchestra. 7.15—The
   Children’s Corner by Auntie Betty. 8—Time Signal.
   8.3—Miss Doris Hawker (solo pianiste): (a) Nocturne
   in E Flat (Chopin); Copela. (Sibelius). 8.13—
   Miss Florence Tame (soprano) Damon (Strange).
   8.20—Mr. Val. Bird (baritone): (a) The Star
   (Rogers), (b) Castilian Lament (del Rio). 8.30—
   —Talk: Mr. S. P. England “Some Recent Impressions
   of Tennis in America.” 8.40—Mrs. J. Williams
   (contralto): (a) Meadowsweet (Brahe), (b)
   Danny Boy (Weatherley). 8.47—Mr. Charles
   Tobin (elocutionist), Mrs. Brown on Harlot. 8.57—
   —Mr. Les. Jensen (baritone), (a) Harlequin
   (Sanderson), (b) I arise from Dreams of Thee (Salaman).
   9.4—Miss Etie Kerr (soprano): Selected. 9.11—Miss
   Muriel Heales (mezzo), (a) Cradle Song (Schubert),
   (b) If Thou but Smile (Faust). 9.18—The Ascot
   Orchestra (Miss Wigley, Conductoress) Fox Trot,
   One Steps, etc. 9.33—Miss Laura Wauchope (sop-
   rano), (a) Selected, (b) In an Old Fashioned Town.
   9.40—Miss Molly Holiek (violinist Serenade (Pierre),
   Simple Aveu (Thome). 9.50—The Ascot Orchestra.
   Accompanist, Miss Florence Tame. 10—Time Signal.
   “Age” News Service exclusive to 3AR. 10.15—The
   Georgian Cafe Orchestra. 11—National Anthem and
   Close down.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26

12 noon—Time signal. Market and weather reports;
   “Age” news; musical items. 1—The Georgian
   Cafe Orchestra. 2—Close down. Bendigo
   Races: 2.15—Result of first race. During the
   afternoon, results will be broadcast as received of
   each race. 5.40—Special pig and calf report by
   Messrs. McPhail Anderson & Co. 5—Close down.
   6.15—The Georgian Cafe Orchestra. 7.15—The
   Children’s Corner, by Uncle Rad. 8—Time signal.
   8.1—Lecturette on “The Care and Feeding of
   Infants.” 8.15—Musical items from the Studio.
   8.30—Weekly Radio Chat: under the auspices of
   the Popular Radio Weekly, “Radex” (Mr. J. Len
   Bain), will talk on “The Case for the Short Aeri-
   al.” 9—Dance Night: Rythmic Dance Orchestra,
   under direction of Mr. George Lewis, relayed from
   the Maison De Luxe, Broadway, St. Kilda. 9.30—
   M. Leonard Cook, pianoforte selections. 9.50—
   “Age” news service, exclusive to 3AR; Maison De
   Luxe Orchestra. 11—National Anthem and close
down.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27.

12 noon—Time signal; market and weather re-
ports; “Age” news; musical items. 1—The Geor-
gian Cafe Orchestra. 2—Close down. 3.30—
Musical items from the Studio. 4—The Georgian
Cafe Orchestra. 4.30—Mr. N. Stanley Hayes, of
Bunnings Pty. Ltd., will talk to the children on
Gardening. 5—Close down. 6.15—The Georgian
Cafe. 7.15—The Children’s Corner by Auntie
Betty. 8—Time signal. 8.1—Mr. R. Stanley
Haines, of Bunnings Pty. Ltd. Weekly Gardening
Talk. 8.15—Miss Marion Daniels (mezzo-so-
piano): (a) I love a little cottage; (b) Carmina.
8.23—Miss Winnie McCready (solo pianiste), Hus-
arentritt (Fritz Spindler). 8.27—Duet: Miss Gladys
and Mr. Reg Hayward: When Song is Sweet (San
Remarques pour aider a comprendre la francaise
parle—la lettre s—les deux secrans.” 8.41—Mr.
Sydney Falk, flute solo, Souvenir of St. Petersburg
(Kohler). 8.46—Mr. Reg Hayward (baritone) (a)
What a wonderful world it would be (Lohr); (b)
Ma little banjo (Dichmont). 8.52—Miss Freda
Stevens (operatic soprano): (a) The waters of
Minnetoka, with flute obligato by Mr. Sydney Falk;
(b) The Star (Rogers). 8.59—Mr. Walter Holder
(baritone), Prologue from Pagliacci. 9.5—Miss
Hay Ferguson (mezzo-soprano): (a) I heard you
go by; (b) The Rosary (Nevin). 9.12—Miss Win-
nie McCready (pianiste) Harp Froilienne (Smith).
9.17—Duet: In the Springtime (Newton), Miss
Glady’s and Mr. Reg Hayward. 9.20—Miss Marion
Daniels (mezzo soprano), Selected. 9.27— Miss
Freda Stevens (soprano) The Star (Rogers); 9.30—
Mr. Fred Mitty, Special Racing Commissioner to
3AR, Racing Anticipations. 9.40—Mr. Sydney Falk
(flautist) (a) March (Percival); (b) Selected.
9.47—Mr. Walter Holder (baritone): (a) The Ban-
derlero (Stewart); (b) King Charles (Maud White).
9.54—Miss Freda Stevens (soprano): (a) I hear
a thrush at Eve (Cadman); (b) Serenade (Gounod)
with flute obligato by Mr. Sydney Falk. 10—Time
signal; “Age” news service, exclusive to 3AR. 10.15—
The Georgian Cafe Orchestra. 11—National
Anthem and close down.

40G

QUEENSLAND RADIO SERVICE.

Wavelength, 385 metres.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20.

Midday Session: 12.55—Tune in signal. 1—
Market reports, supplied by the Council of
Agriculture; Stock Exchange Information, supplied by
the Committee of the Brisbane Stock Exchange;
Weather information, supplied by the Common-
wealth Weather Bureau; “Daily Standard” News
Service. Close down.

Night Session: 7.55—Tune in signal. 8—In-
strumental number: The Dream of the Flowers
(Ohen), the Studio Trio; contrato solo, O Western
Wind (May Brahe), Miss Mae King; ten minutes
of humour by Mr. W. F. Kenny; baritone solo, The
Green Hills o’Somerset (Coates), Mr. J. B. Cloirec;
tenor solo, Love is for ever (Newton), Mr. Geo.
Williamson; Duet, Love is meant to make us glad
(German), Misses Mae King and Nance King; Stock
Duo Art Pianola: Herrot and Pierreotte (Edwards);
soprano solo: I wonder if love is a dream (Fos-
ter), Miss Nance King; elocutionary number,
Lasca, Mr. S. O’Grady; Instrumental number, ‘Ole
South, the Studio Trio. 8.55—Announcements. 9—
Instrumental number: March, Pioneer (Rosey),
the Studio Trio; contrato solo, Soul of Mine (Ethel
Barnes), Miss Mae King; ten minutes of humour
by Mr. W. F. Kenny; baritone solo, Beyond the
Dawn (Weatherby), Mr. J. B. Cloirec; Tenor solo,
I dream that I hear you singing (Marshall), Mr.
Geo. Williamson; soprano solo, Prince Charming
(Liza Lehmann), Miss Nance King; duet, Flow

(‘Programme Continued on Page 42)
Amateur Notes
By Q.T.C.

On looking round the suburbs of Sydney one sees many and varied types of aerials. There are short and long ones, they are high and they are low, and generally they are shaky. In a number of cases the lead-in wire is dragging over the roof or wound round the spouting, also in some cases the actual aerial is dangling over the house or fondly embracing some playful tree. It is quite beyond me how some of these antennae push any juice into the receivers at all. However, that is beside the point. The question to be debated is whether the collection box should be high and long or vice versa.

Now 30 feet is the average height to be found in suburban stations. If it is raised to 40 feet, a considerable difference will immediately make itself apparent. In the first place, local and distant stations will be somewhat increased in strength; also, supposing that on 30 feet you could separate 2BL and 3LO satisfactorily, you will now find this very difficult, if not impossible. Condensing this, we find that we now have stronger signals but much flatter tuning. As the signals increase, so will the accompaniment — static, in fact, a very small rise makes a big difference in this bugbear. It has been proved quite definitely that a high aerial on the low amateur waves is more of a hindrance than a help. Generally speaking I think that a long low aerial is the best for receiving purposes. Of course, when the station is in a sheltered position, a higher aerial than usual may prove more successful.

Quite a lot of Aussies have been breaking through to England of late, some of those conspicuously successful being 2BC, 2IJ, 2YI, 3BD, 3EP, 5BG, and, of course, many of the evergreens whose success is always taken for granted.

The famous Mosul Iraq station GHII whose QRA puzzled the local hams for many moons has now been pinned down; he has been allotted the call M-1DH and can be addressed as follows:—Sergt. Hall, No. 6 Squadron, R.A.F., Mosul Iraq.

Has anyone heard American Broadcasting Station WJZ yet? He is supposed to be working on 50 Kilowatts at the present time. Ought to be heard here—hi!

USE "PINNACLE"
Honeycomb Coils

and bring in those Long Distance stations.

PINNACLE COILS are wound with the best grade of cotton covered copper wire. They are extremely rigid and are NOT covered with a large amount of heavy insulation dope. The Mounted Coils are fixed to well fitting Plugs and are protected with black celluloid strapping.

“PINNACLE” COILS FOR SHARP TUNING.
(Note the Variety of Sizes.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sizes—20 Turn</th>
<th>Unmounted, 1/5</th>
<th>Mounted, 3/4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>3/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>3/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>3/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>3/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>4/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>2/4</td>
<td>4/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2/8</td>
<td>4/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>2/11</td>
<td>4/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>5/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>3/6</td>
<td>5/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>3/10</td>
<td>5/10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obtainable from

The Pacific Electric Co. Ltd.

Wholesale Only.

(Sole Agents for New South Wales),
87 Clarence Street, Sydney.
The Conservation of Energy

RADION Panels excel any other insulating material in the conservation of both physical and electrical energy.

Radion can be easily sawed, drilled, machined and otherwise worked with minimum effort and without the slightest danger of chipping, cracking or breaking.

In the conservation of electrical energy, Radion is supreme, due to its established superiority over any other material in the four main characteristics required, namely:

1. Low angle phase difference.
2. Low dielectric constant.
3. High resistivity.
4. Low absorption of moisture.

Do not jeopardise the value of your receiving set by using inferior materials. Save time and energy in the making and loss of power in the operation of your set by always insisting upon genuine Radion Panels and Parts. Look for the name stamped on every piece.

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET

"Building Your Own Set"

Our new booklet, "Building Your Own Set", giving wiring diagrams, front and rear views, lists of parts and directions for building the most popular circuits, will be sent free upon request to

International Radio Co., Ltd.

200 Castlereagh Street, Sydney.

91-92 Courtenay Pl.
Wellington, N.Z.

The Supreme Insulation

RADION

PANELS - DIALS - SOCKETS - KNOBS
Afternoon Session: 2.55—Tune in signal. 

By courtesy of the Directors of Haymarket Theatres Limited, an hour's programme of music played by the Tivoli Operatic Orchestra of 20 performers (under the baton of Mr. C. Groves) will be relayed from the Tivoli Theatre and broadcast by 4QG. Close down.

The Children's Hour: A children's bedtime story session is held each Monday, Wednesday and Saturday evening. At a later date this session will be made a nightly feature; but in the immediate present, while transmission is being effected under temporary conditions, it is held three times weekly. 6.25—Tune in signal. 6.30—The Children's Hour. Nursery Rhymes and music; bedtime stories by the "Sandman." 7.15—Close down.

Night Session: 8—Tune in to the Tivoli Theatre. 8.5—From the Studio: Pianoforte solo: Fantasie Improptu in C Sharp Minor (Chopin), Miss Irene Ness; soprano solo, Lily of Laguna (Leslie Stuart), Mrs. Robert Bell; Lecture: Life-Saving, the third of a series of four, by Mr. J. C. Deeney (Hano); Lear to the Queensland Head Centre, Royal Life Saving Society. 9.15—Soprano solo: Can't you hear me callin' Caroline (Carlo Roma), Miss Ruth Portrate; flute solo, selected, Mr. H. C. Marshall; elocutionary number, The Minister comes to Tea, Miss Feo Todd; contralto solo, Requiem Homer), Miss Audrey Illif; vocal duet, Marcheta, (Scherzinger). Mrs. Robert Bell and Miss Ruth Portrate; pianoforte solo: Les Sylrans (Chaminade), Miss Iris Ness; tenor solo: Questa O Quella (from Rigoletto—Verdi), Mr. Wm. Green; elocutionary number: Break, break, break (Tennyson), Miss Feo Todd; contralto solo, Love's Garden of Roses (Holmes), Miss Audrey Illif; flute solo, selected, Mr. F. C. Marshall; tenor solo, E Lucevan le Stelle (from Tosca—Puccini), Mr. Wm. Green. 9.30—From the Tivoli Theatre: By courtesy of the Directors of Haymarket Theatres Ltd., half an hour's music by the Tivoli Operatic Orchestra will be relayed from the Tivoli Theatre. 10—From the Studio—"The Daily Mail" News Service. Close down.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24

Midday Session: 12.55—Tune in signal. 

Market Reports supplied by the Council of Agriculture; Stock Exchange information supplied by the Committee of the Brisbane Stock Exchange; Weather Information supplied by the Commonwealth Weather Bureau; "Daily Standard" News Service. Close down.

Night Session: Portion of to-night's programme will be provided by the Brisbane Apollo Club (formerly Liedertafel) under the leadership of Mr. Leonard Francis. 8—Tune in to the Tivoli Theatre. 8.5—From the Studio: Choral Number, Pilgrim's Chorus (Tannhauser) (Wagner), supplied by the Brisbane Apollo Club. Contralto solo, Beyond the Dawn (Sanderson), Miss Vera Parker. Choral Number, Serenade, (De Koven), The Brisbane Apollo Club. A Musical Novelty by Mr. Golding. Baritone solo, Zillah, Mr. Maurice Goldhill. Instrumental Number, Oh, Mr. Finkleheimer (Tablot), the Studio Trio. Lecture: Photography, The ninth of a series by Mr. F. L. South (Manager, Kodak Ltd.) Contraalto solo, Providence (G. Carne) Miss Winifred Anderson. Violin solo, OId Viennese Dance (Orida), Mr. H. Scot MacCallum. Soprano solo, Happy Summer Song (Kahn), Miss Olga Harris.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25.


Afternoon Session: 2.55—Tune-in Signal. 3—By courtesy of the Directors of Haymarket Theatres Limited, an hour's programme of music played by the Tivoli Operatic Orchestra of 20 performers (under the baton of Mr. C. Groves), will be relayed from the Tivoli Theatre and broadcast by Station 4QG. 4—Close down.

THE CHILDREN'S HOUR.

A Children's Bedtime Story session is held each Monday, Wednesday and Saturday evening. At later date this session will be made a nightly feature, but in the immediate present, while transmission is being effected under temporary conditions, it is held three times weekly. 6.25—Tune-in Signal. 6.30—The Children's Hour. Nursery Rhymes and Music. Bedtime Stories by "The Sandman." 7.15—Close down.


THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26.


Night Session: Southern Jubilee Celebrations. Portion of the Speeches delivered in connection with the banquet at the Southport Jubilee Celebrations will be relayed by trunk line from Southport and broadcast by 4QG. 7.25—Tune-in Signal. 7.30—From Southport, The Jubilee Celebration Banquet. Speeches by His Excellency the Deputy Governor, the Hon. Wm. Lennon, The Mayor of Brisbane (Alderman Jolly). The Mayor of Toowoomba. The Mayor of Maryborough. The Mayor of Ipswich. The Mayor of Southport (Alderman Walters) in Intercessions with musical numbers. 9—From the Studio. Instrumental Number, March Militaire (Schubert), the Studio Trio. Baritone solo, Shipmates o' Mine (Sanderson), Mr. A. Falk. Bookman's Raidette, A talk on latest literature by Mr. W. A. Braiden (McCleod's Bookstore). Soprano solo, The Nightingale and the Rose (Thompson), Miss Mary McNeish. Tenor solo, Rose of My Heart (Lohr), Mr. Ernest Bayton. Lecture, Wireless, How to Avoid Interference, Mr. J. W. Robinson. Mezzo soprano solos, (a) I did not Know, (b) Beloved Sleep (Slater), Miss Millicent Baker. Duets, Selection, Stay Home Little Girl, Stay Home (Brown and Hanley). Tenor solo, Like Stars Above (Squire), Mr. Ernest Bayton. Instrumental Number, Selections from "Sally" (Kern), The Studio Trio. Baritone solo, Who Knows (Ball), Mr. A. Falk. Soprano solo, The Little Damozel (Novello), Miss Mary McNeish. 9.55—From the Studio. The Daily Mail News Service. Close down.

LICENSES

NOVEL APPEAL TO LISTENERS.

BY THE QUEENSLAND RADIO SERVICE.

In Queensland a novel appeal to listeners has been made by the Manager of the Queensland Radio Service (Mr. J. W. Robinson).

Mr. Robinson has issued his appeal in the form of an open letter, and some thousands of copies have been printed.

Radio traders have been supplied with as many copies as they require, free of charge, and have agreed to wrap one of the circulars in all parcels made up at their shops.

The suggestion to appeal to listeners in this form was made by representatives of the wireless traders of Brisbane at a recent conference between the Controller of Wireless (Mr. J. Malone), Mr. J. W. Robinson (Manager, Queensland Radio Service), and representatives of the trading interests.

It is interesting to note that some little time ago Mr. Robinson declared that his policy was one of co-operation with the traders. "Increased business by the trade," he said, "means an increase in
You Can Rely on Us
to give you CONSCIENTIOUS SERVICE

WHY YOU SHOULD SEND YOUR ORDERS FOR VALVE AND BATTERY REPLACEMENTS TO US.

BECAUSE: Our Valves are all tested in the "Jewell Checker" for burn outs, filament emission and shorts, and if necessary, we can match your valves for you without extra charge.

BECAUSE: Our Batteries are also checked before despatch, and are always fresh, as we do not carry heavy stocks, and replenish twice weekly.

WE DO NOT SELL SECOND HAND OR PLAYED OUT VALVES OR BATTERIES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VALVES</th>
<th>s. d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radiotron: Genuine UV201A and UV199 Tested, latest pattern with bakelite base</td>
<td>17 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Forest DV3 (dry cell type) and DV2 (accumulator type))</td>
<td>17 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip's D1, D2, D4, D5 English or American Cap</td>
<td>7 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip's A410 (dry cell type) English Cap</td>
<td>15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ediswan AR06 Dry Cell Valve (English or American)</td>
<td>18 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True Blue: Brighton True Blue Valves</td>
<td>21 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supertron: 199 Type, 4 volts, .06 amp.</td>
<td>15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve Adaptors: Standard American to 199 or WD11</td>
<td>3 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve Adaptors: Standard American to English</td>
<td>3 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sockets: For English Pattern Valves (plain type)</td>
<td>0 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Base Mounting, 2/3 and</td>
<td>2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American 3/9, 3/7, and</td>
<td>2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Porcelain</td>
<td>2 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buswire: In straight 2 foot lengths, round or square, per length, 1d., per doz.</td>
<td>0 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spaghetti: Insulation Tube for covering Buswire, length</td>
<td>0 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;B&quot; Batteries: Best &quot;Ever-ready,&quot; locally made, always fresh, 60 volts 18/6; 42 volts</td>
<td>9 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/6; 30 volts</td>
<td>8 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable Condensers: &quot;The Newey&quot; .0005 with dial</td>
<td>12 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Loss Condensers: The new Ormond, with square law (only a few left) plates .0005 with dial</td>
<td>15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Loss Condensers: The American &quot;Artcraft,&quot; .00025, .00035, each</td>
<td>7 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Loss Condensers: The General Instrument Co's. .0005 plain, with Pyrex Insulation</td>
<td>38 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Loss Condensers: The General Instrument Co's. .0005 with geared vernier</td>
<td>27 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Transformers: The K.A.C. 3 to 1 Special, results equal to resistance coupling</td>
<td>38 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push Pull Transformers: &quot;Crescent&quot; per pair</td>
<td>4 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable Grid Leaks: The Wattmel, 0-5 meg's</td>
<td>7 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amperites: 201A or 199 type auto filament adjuster</td>
<td>2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheostats: Standard &quot;Ajax&quot; 6 or 30 ohms</td>
<td>19 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabinets: Beautifully finished wooden cabinets for one, two, or three valve sets, Old Gold colour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We pay carriage on goods to the value of 10/- or over, except on Batteries, Loud Speakers and Cabinets.

"Yours for Lower Prices"

The Economic Radio Stores
28 Royal Arcade, Sydney
Phone B 5891
(NEAR PALACE THEATRE)
LIST OF MARINE STAFF CHANGES FOR WEEK ENDING 12th NOVEMBER, 1925.

F. R. Sharpe (2nd) signed off "Esperance Bay" in Sydney.

H. W. Baker (3rd) signed off "Esperance Bay" in Sydney.

D. Meistosh (2nd) signed on "Esperance Bay" in Sydney.

J. R. Clifford (3rd) signed on "Esperance Bay" in Sydney.

R. B. Sharpe signed on "Mataram" in Sydney.

H. R. Hain signed off "Waiotapu" in Sydney.

A. C. Torrens signed on "Waiotapu" in Sydney.

He Listened-In on a Crystal Set
And had a lot of fun.
He enjoyed the programme from the local station.

He Longed for Distant Stations
He wanted a multi-valve set,
He tested lots of makes
And finally decided, so

He bought a RADIOPHONE
The four-valve
Long-range receiver
Made by Edison Swan.

Now he gets them all
He tunes in 3LO, 5CL, 2FC, 6WF, 7ZL, 3AR, 2BL
And all the amateurs, perfectly.

FOR Selectivity and Long Range Reception
this set surpasses most 4 Valve Sets on the market. Price, including H. T. Battery only, excluding Valves . . . . £37/10/-

Edison Swan Electric
Co. Ltd.
Sydney . . . . . . . 58 Clarence Street
Melbourne . . . . . 368 Little Collins Street
Brisbane . . . . . . . 32-34 Adelaide Street
Adelaide . . . . . . . 102 Gawler Place
Continued from page 43

radio users and a consequent increase in license fees.

"All money from license fees received at Station 4QG goes back into the station revenue, and is spent in the providing of a service. Co-operation, therefore, can only have one result-increased service to listeners."

The following is a copy of the open letter:

AN OPEN LETTER.

TO ALL WIRELESS ENTHUSIASTS,

Station 4QG, Brisbane.

Dear Listener,—

I am taking the liberty of writing just a few lines to you in connection with the all-important question of wireless licenses.

The name "license" is not a good one, because it immediately makes one think that some sort of legal formality must be gone through before you can listen-in.

I want you to forget the word "license" and just remember that when you pay your fee it is not a "license" you are taking out, but merely a subscription you are paying for the service you already receive, or are about to receive with the apparatus you have purchased.

In Australia all persons who listen-in must pay this fee by taking out a license at any post office. The cost is 27/6 per annum, and if you happen to find this sum too large to pay at once you may pay your fee by easy instalments. The nearest post office official will give you full details.

You will not have a long and wearied wait when you go to pay this fee—you need only walk in to any post office and purchase your "license" (we seem to have to use that word) just as you would purchase a money order.

Now, let me tell you what happens to the subscription you pay. It is a very simple story: It is handed over by the authorities to Station 4QG, and helps to pay the cost of the running of the station and the providing of programmes. It works out at five-sixths of a penny per day, and I am sure that you will agree with me when I say that it is remarkably cheap.

Now, to come to the most important point in my letter: If quite a large number of people pay subscriptions, I can give you a good service from 4QG, but if large numbers of people do not pay, then the service and programmes must suffer.

Thus, you see, the man who does not pay his fee is not only reducing the quality of the programme he himself receives, but is also reducing the quality of the programme received by his neighbour.

Station 4QG is not being run for profit. If it were, my letter to you would perhaps be presumptuous. All revenue received at 4QG is paid back into the station and is used for the providing of a service.

With strong support from listeners, 4QG should be able to give you a service second to none.

If you have not paid your fee, will you help me to give a good service by paying it immediately? If you have paid it, will you help me by persuading anybody who has not paid to do so without delay?

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) J. W. ROBINSON,
Manager, Station 4QG,
Queensland Radio Service.

More about the Howell Reinartz

By R. W. HOWELL

I am still experimenting with the choke coil, and have found that by using one that is tapped every ten turns, it makes a decided improvement, by allowing the set to oscillate with a lower voltage on the detector.

I suppose that the majority of the users of this circuit find that, using the detector valve alone

BURGESS—"OVER TWICE THE LIFE"—BATTERIES.
cause of the choke coil being in series with the primary winding of the transformer; the result is that the circuit won’t oscillate so freely unless a higher voltage is put on the plate, which makes it harder to tune.

By using the tapped choke, this difficulty is overcome by tapping back on the choke until you get the desired results. (Somewhere about 20 or 30 turns of the choke seem about the best on my own set.) By using this method of tapped choke, the set will oscillate with a much lower voltage on the detector valve. This adds further to the selectivity of the set. To build this choke takes only a little time and the majority of the parts will be found in the average person’s “junk box.” The following parts are required:

1 piece of bakelite, 5½ x 2¼ x 1/8 in. (or perhaps a shade larger; it is not vital).

10 of the long headed type of switch stops.

1 terminal, 2-1/8 x 3/16 in.

Metal screws and nuts.

1 bar clip.

Two pieces of 1/8in. brass rod screwed both ends will be sufficient; these act as stay bolts to suspend the panel holding the choke. Two 1/8in. nuts and washers are required on each end of stays.

The best way to arrange this addition to your set is to place it at the rear of your baseboard, near the detector valve. Drill two holes through your baseboard, to allow the stray bolts to come through. Underneath the baseboard make a recess to take the nut and washer of the bolt so that it will be flush with the bottom of the board. The spacing of the stops should be about 3/16 in. centres.

You will notice that the terminals is placed at the left of the panel, the beginning of choke coil is connected to the bottom of the terminal, then from the top of terminal to the plate of your valve. The choke coil is placed below the line of stops, and fastened to the panel with a set screw and nut at each end of coil. Leave about 3/16 in. of the bare former at each end so as to make holes for the screws.

**TAMWORTH RADIO CLUB.**

At a meeting of the Tamworth and District Radio Club on Saturday last, in the club rooms, Presbyterian Hall, Marius Street, there were about 20 present. Mr. Woollett, the President, occupied the chair.

A letter was received from the Secretary, who is at present in Sydney, stating that he had made application to the Wireless Institute for affiliation.

The report of the “B” Class Station Committee was postponed till next meeting owing to one member being unavoidably absent from the meeting, and also to finalise a few matters which were left in the hands of the President.

It was resolved that the club meet fortnightly in the summer. The next meeting will, therefore, be held on Saturday, November 21.

At this meeting Mr. L. V. Todd will give his lecture on “Characteristics and Advantages of Different Circuits.” There will also be a discussion on the best way to learn the Morse code. This will be demonstrated with a buzzer, and a class will be formed.

Mr. Spencer having notified that as he was going out of business and was not able to attend and give his lecture, Mr. Carter gave a lecture on “Accumulators—Construction, Care, and Maintenance.”

A low-loss set owned by Mr. Sutter was the subject of much discussion.

Mr. Stephan demonstrated the use of loop aerials with a three-valve set. Local reception was first tried, and later it was tested on some of the distant stations. The result showed that static could be eliminated totally on local transmissions, and was just slightly noticeable on the distant stations. This test was greatly appreciated by the members present.

At the conclusion of the meeting the President moved a vote of thanks to Messrs. Carter and Stephan for their lecture and demonstration. This was carried by acclamation.

Anyone wishing further particulars of this club may have same on application to the Secretary, Tamworth Radio Club, c/o Post Office, Tamworth.
COL-MO LITTLE GIANT SETS

The Little Giant Sets are sold complete with all accessories, including aerial wire. The three valve Little Giant is complete with all Accessories and Atlas Loud Speaker.

Col-Mo Ready to Wire Sets
GENUINE RADIO SETS THAT WILL WORK

WIRING TAKES TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY.
DO THE JOB YOURSELF AND SAVE MONEY.

ONE-VALVE SET: Complete with Cabinet, £2/15/0.
TWO-VALVE SET: Complete with Cabinet, £4/10/0.
THREE-VALVE SET: Complete with Cabinet, £6/5/0.

SALE OF GENUINE PARTS.

Complete with Phones and aerial equipment. 25/-

Clearing off a number of lines at cost.

CALL AND INSPECT

COLVILLE-MOORE
Wireless Supplies Limited
10 Rowe Street, Sydney
The word "Radiotron" on any valve is synonymous with high operating efficiency, low consumption, and, above all, long life.

Radiotron U.V. 199 is of the Dull Emitter type and operates with a filament current of .06 of an ampere. It is an efficient detector and audio-frequency amplifier.

Radiotron U.V. 200 embodies all the characteristics necessary for a faultless detector.

Radiotron U.V. 201A is an improved high vacuum valve, particularly suited for audio amplification. Its current consumption is only .25 amperes.

W.D. 12 is designed for operation off a single dry cell, the voltage being 1.5 and the amperage .25.

**Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia) Ltd.**

97 Clarence Street, Sydney.

167/9 Queen Street, Melbourne.
GECoVALVES—Made at the
OSRAM Lamp Works, England

The efficiency, durability and dependability of GECoVALVES are guaranteed by the reputation and experience of the manufacturers — the Osram Lamp Works of the General Electric Co. Ltd., England — the largest lamp and valve works in the British Empire.

GECoVALVES are backed by the incomparable efficiency in manufacture of the Osram Lamp Works plus constant and exhaustive research at the G.E.C. Research Laboratories, Wembley.

GECoVALVES are entirely British made.

There is a specifically designed type of GECoVALVE for every purpose. The DE5 is a dull emitter power amplifier designed for distortionless loud speaker reception, at the same time giving full volume and tone. This type can be supplied with either an English or American standard base.

Price, 22/6

At all Reliable Wireless Dealers

British General Electric Co. Ltd.
"MAGNET HOUSE," 154-6 CLARENCE ST., SYDNEY

and at Melbourne, Adelaide, Perth, Newcastle, Dunedin, Wellington, Auckland, N.Z.